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The new monetarist approach which emphasizes the influence of 
changes in the quantity of money has its antecedents in the classical 
quantity theory of money in a\Slosed economy and in the international 
area to Hume's price-specie-flow mechanism (see for example, Frenkel and 
Johnson, 1976, pp. 37-40). Beginning in the mid-30s, the influence of 
Keynes's (1936) General Theory had been so great that much of the theory 
and research on money was classified as an extension of Keynesian ideas. 
It was not until the mid-1960s that Keynesianism was ready for criticism 
because it could not explain successfully a major social problem--
inflation. Friedman's (1956) revival of the quantity theory a decade 
earlier led to the reemphasis of that theory and the rise of 
monetarism. 
Following the Kgyn~sia~--~~olution, major contributions to the 
development of monetary theory had been numerous. However, they were 
mainly concerned with shox.t::rJJ.IL~equilih.r_iunLanal_y_s_i.s __ in ___ Jt clo_f:;~d econ-
It was not until the integration of monetary theory with growth 
that the first break from the structure of short-run equilibrium anal-
ysis occurred. Besides the objective of achieving an adequate rate of 
economic growth, the maintenance of high employment without inflation, 
and the preservation of a balance-of-payments equilibrium were also of 
much interest. The greatest current concern probably is the rise of 
1 
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monetarism and its integration into the theory of balance of payments. 
Purpose of Study 
Since the famous 1965 University of Chicago Conference (Johnson, 
1972a, p. 13), pioneering work on the subjec·t on the monetary approach 
to the balance-of-payments theory has been developed by Mundell (1971) 
and Johnson (1972b). It offered an anlternative to Keynesian approach 
to balance-of-payments theory. In order to mount a counter-revolution 
against the established prthodoxy, an important social problem which 
seemed intractable for the orthodox approach had to be chosen, and that 
was the issue of inflation. Consequently, an alternative theory which 
could provide a satisfactory analysis of the problem could be developed. 
It was important to convince the public that inflation was an important 
problem and that monetarism could provide an explanation and a policy 
solution while the Keynesian model could not. 
To examine the issue of inflation in an open economy, the balance-
of-payments approach provides a fundamental ground on which the subject, 





purpose of this thesis is to examine the relevancy of the theory and its\ v! 
', < 
application to the issue of inflation for a small open economy. Since 
the arg~ent that inflation can be imported is critical to the analysis, 
it is of much interest to test the issue and to explore its behavior 
under a system of fixed and flexible rates. 
Plan of Study 
Chapter II of the thesis reviews the influence of the money supply 




to inflation in an open economy. The three main theories to be 
discussed are the traditional Keynesian approach, the Scandinavian 
approach, and the monetary approach to inflation. The chapter also 
points out the inadequacies of both the Keynesian and the Scandinavian 
models and the superiority of the monetary approach. 
infla ::on C::::r £::: ::: £::::~ ~::::::h ra::. t::. :; su: ru::.~::::: /7 
est. The basic premises of the approach are discussed so that further 
I 
' 
examination of the behavior of money supply can be made. The monetary 
i 
' 
approach to the balance of payments and to exchange rates are introduced 
because they provide the crucial determinants to imported inflation. In 
addition to the discussion of the money supply, it is also shown that 
inflationary expectations occupy an important role in the process. 
Finally, the mechanisms of transmission of inflation, the short-run 
process, and the long-run equilibrium are derived. 
Chapter IV presents a monetary model to the problem for both fixed 
and flexible rates periods. Methodology and limitations of the test are 
discussed. The five statistical methods discussed are ordinary least 
squares regression model, instrumental variable method, covariance 
model, error component model, and cross-sectionally correlated and time-
wise autoregressive model. 
In Chapter V, empirical results from the model are presented and 
analyzed. The period of study is 1961-77, with 1961 through 1972 for 
fixed exchange rates and 1972 through 1977 for the flexible exchange 
rate period. 
Chapter VI provides the summary and implications for the analysi~l \.j 
of world inflation. Inflation can be im~orted and exported across \ ------------<------~ 
4 
countries regardless of the exchange rate regime. Inflation is imported 
into a country through a balance-of-payments surplus when the exchange 
rates are fixed and through changes in exchange rates and expectations 
on exchange rates when the rates are flexible. Neither of the exchange 
rate systems is more or less inflationary than the other. 
The implications derived from this study are that, first, neither 
of the exchange rate systems is more or less inflationary than the 
other. The choice of the exchange rate depends upon the economic char-
acteristics of each country. Second, with a fixed exchange rate 
~egime, the c~e-of_impo~rwt~e~dL-~1~·n~flation is the expa~-oi~e world --------- ~ 
monetary stock. When the exchange rates are flexible, the responsibil-
----~~----~- ------------~---
ity of inflation mainly lies on the degrees of national monetary disci-
pline and governmental interventions in the exchange rates market. 
Third, policies should aim at monetary stability and correction of 
inflationary expectations and these require international policy coor-
dination and cooperation. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORIES OF INFLATION IN AN OPEN ECONOMY 
After 1968, inflation began to <!.G.c.el.e.rate for many countries and> 
--------------··-~·••·-- ~-w- " -----·-
also for the world in general. Even countries which had previously con-
-- ~~~-- ~---- .. 
. -~--·~---~-------~- -------
trolled inflation started to face serious inflationary problems. As a 
result, the issue of inflation has drawn much attention during recent 
years and is one of the most controversial. 
1.:-
Money plays an important role in detenaining and coordinating eco-
nomic activities. It serves as a unit of account, a nedium of exchange, 
and a store of value. A continuously falling value of noney impedes its 
storage function and its efficiency as a mechanism of exchange. 
Further, this impairs its function as a measure of value for both pres-
ent and future transactions. As the opportunity costs of holding money 
increase, econom.iza tion of holdings of .cash diverts real resources from 
socially productive uses. The falling value of money can also be con-
sidered as a tax imposed on holding of real money balances. If people 
expect the inflation rate to increase, they have to hold more nominal 
cash balances in order to compensate for the loss in purchasing power. 
The base of the tax is the real value of money holdings and the tax rate 
is the rate of inflation. lfuen inflation is unanticipated, redistribu\ 
tion effects of inflation become important. Redistribution of income 
and of wealth from creditors to debtors is inevitable. In this case, 
creditors lose and debtors gain at the expense of creditors. 
5 
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Inflation therefore undermines the role of money, creates misallocation 
of resources, generates an arbitrary redistribution of income and 
imposes a welfare cost on the society. v' . 
Inflation has been considered essentially a monetary phenomenon. 
To the monetarists, inflation is the difference between the rate of 
increase of money supply and the rate of growth of real output (Johnson, 
1972a, pp. 325-326). The role of money is so much emphasized that one 
would not completely omit any reference to monetary expansion in discus-
sing inflation. As Johnson ( 1972a, p. 36) suggests, "Inflation 
consequence of, or at least associated with, the excessive issue of 
money. To Friedman ( 1970a, p. 24), "Inflation is always and everywhere 
a monetary phenomenon and can be produced only by a more rapid 
increase in the quantity of money than in output." However, fiscalists 
would deny that the origin of the inflation is monetary and propose that 
perverse fiscal policy can be a necessary and sufficient condition for 
inflation (Monti, 1976, p. 83). Further, to the institutionalists, 
inflationary impulses are independent of market conditions and are 
explained by price movements as a response to particular sociological or 
institutional forces. 
Bronfenbrenner and Holzman (1963), Johnson (1967), 
classified by ? 
Brunner ( 1974) J 
{ Different approaches to inflation have been 
Laidler (1975b), Gordon (1976), and Frisch (1977). Among the approaches 
are the quantity theory approach, the Keynesian approach, the cost-push 
versus demand-pull approach, the Phillips curve model, the rational 
expectations approach, the new microeconomic approach, and the monetary 
approach to inflation. However, most of the literature has been con-
cerned mainly with a closed economy under a autarkic regime. 
7 
Inflation is regarded as a national event. Various analyses are too 
preoccupied with its internal causes without giving sufficient attention 
to causes on a world-wide basis. 
For the ana~~-2!__.~p~}:_<~!=ion in_" __ a.,!!__~--~c~noml~ three __ ~ 
~ /!) 
theories of inflation have been developed in the past decad~~ 
·' ------
tary approach to 
Laidler, 1975a; 
balance of payments (Mundell, 
Frenkel, 1976a; Swoboda, 1976), 
1971; Johnson, 1972b; 
the ~andinavian or 
Aukrust-EFO. approach 
& 
and the traditional Keynesian ·- ...... __......... 
(Aukrust, 1970; Edgren, Faxen, and Odhner, 1973), 
app;~;Q~Qh.,,CRranson, 1974, 1975a, 1975b). 
When one examines inflation in an open economy, three main consider a-
tic;;;- n:~~~~at~"~;--·~~-~~~;- ~~-~~~-~--ift?~ -~~~~·:~~~~~-~-~~-~~rld rate of infla-
9 
tion; second, the transmission mechanism of inflationary impulses from 
CL 
one country to another; and third, the relevency of domestic inflation 
toward the open economy and how it can be related to the view that the 
domestic price level is pegged to that of the world. lfuile the ~­
Scandinavian approach deals with the last two, the monetary approach } f.,.. 
provides a solution for all three considerations (Gordon, 1976, p. 213). /*~ 
For the traditional Keynesian approach, the first question is still left 
unanswered. 
The Traditional Keynesian Approach 
Elasticity Approach 
The ideas of the elasticity approach have their roots in the 
Marshallian partial-equilibrium analysis. It emphasizes the substitu-
tion among commodities generated by a change in relative price as a 
result of a change in the exchange rate. In the analysis of the balance 
of payments, it focuses on the supply of and demand for exports 
8 
and imports of the trade account and that of foreign and domestic money. 
The approach works under the Keynesian assumptions of wage rigidity and 
involuntary unemployment. Hence, with wage rigidity, a devaluation 
lowers prices of domestic goods relative to foreign goods and thus 
encourages substitution both in consumption and production. Unemploy-
ment of resources enables the substitution of domestic goods for foreign 
goods and thus improves the balance of payments. However, this approach 
proves demonstrably unsatisfactory when wages are flexible or when there 
is full employment such as in the immediate postwar period. 
Absorption Approach 
The absorption approach is an improvement over the elasticity 
approach in the sense that it focuses on aggregate income and expendi-
tures and recognizes the importance of the level of national income on 
the balance of payments. It proposes that an improvement in the trade 
balance requires an increase in the gap between total output and total 
expenditures. The total "absorption" (expenditures) of the goods and 
services available to the country is derived from the aggregate income 
and imports. Therefore, a devaluation will bring a favorable effect on 
the trade balance only if excess capacity and unemployment exist. In a 
full-employment economy, regardless of the elasticities, devaluation 
alone will not result in a favorable balance of payments unless aggre-
gate expenditure is reduced. The analysis therefore implies that deval-
uation in case of full employment should be accompanied by deflationary 
monetary and fiscal policies in order to achieve an improvement in the 
trade balance. However, the monetary effects of a balance-of-payments 
surplus or deficit and internationally tradable securities are both 
9 
neglected in this analysis. 
Keynesian Approach to World-wide Inflation 
Both the elasticity and absorption approaches provide an explana-
tion of how foreign disturbances affect the trade account and the price 
level of an economy. However, they both fail to discuss how the domes-
tic price level is related to the world price level and how the infla-
tionary mechanism is generated. More sophisticated versions of the 
Keynesian model such as that developed by Branson (1974, 1975a, 1975b) 
provide a solution to the relationship between the domestic and world 
price levels. 
The Keynesian approach emphasizes the importance of expenditures on 
for~ign goods and on trade multipliers in the transmission of economic 
disturbances. The interest rate is an important adjustment mechanism to 
bring the economy back to equilibrium. Branson (1974, 1975a, 1975b) 
uses a standard IS-LM model of income determination to determine the 
equilibrium sets of income and interest rate. The model is modified by 
substituting the price level for output as one of the variables to be 
determined. The two endogenous variables are the interest rate and the 
price level. The rate of inflation can then be detern1ined. 
According to Branson (1974, 1975a, 1975b), the effects of exogenous 
shocks on the balance of payments is indeterminate. Starting with a 
standard Keynesian IS-LM model, a balance-of-payments line which repre-
sents the equilibrium levels of interest rate and prices for the balance 
of payments to remain in equilibrium is added to the model. Any exogen-
ous. disturbance that moves the equilibrium position of the IS and 1M 
curves below the balance-of-payments line indicates a deficit. This is 
10 
because given the interest rate, the price level is too high to maintain 
external balance. On the other hand, if the equilibrium point is moved 
to position above the balance-of-payments line, a surplus is generated. 
An increase in the money supply in the key currency country shifts 
the 1M curve to the right and thus moves the equilibrium point away from 
the balance-of-payments line, assuming the balance of payments line is 
unaffected by money Then, the result is a rise in the price level and 
an increase in the balance-of-payments deficit. To other countries of 
the world, the effects are an increase in exportables and an accumula-
' tion of balance-of-payments surplus. Consequently, the domestic price 
levels in these countries are increased. This phenomenon is considered 
as normal imported inflation on the part of the rest of the world. 
Although the effect of an exogenous disturbance through a monetary 
expansion has determinate effects on prices and balance of payments, the 
effects of exogenous disturbance of fiscal policy are ambiguous. An 
increase in government expenditures or tax cut shifts the IS curve to 
the right and thus moves the equilibrium point away from the balance-
of-payments curve if the balance-of-payments line is steeper than the 1M 
curve or toward the balance-of-payments line if it is flatter than the 
LM curve. As a result, a deficit or surplus may result; that is, the 
effect depends on the slope of the balance-of-payments line. If the 
line is steeper than the 1M curve, an expansionary fiscal policy 
increases the deficit (or decreases the surplus); if the line is flat-
ter, the result is a decrease in deficit (or an increase in surplus). 
According to Branson, empirical results on the slope of the balance-
of-payments line suggest that it is steeper than the 1M curve indicating 
that capital is immobile (Branson, 1975b, p. 117). Even though the 
11 
effect on the balance of payments is indeterminate, the effect on price 
level is determinate--the price level is increased. In this case, 
inflation imported as a result of an expansionary fiscal policy in the 
originating country would be accompanied by a balance-of-payments 
deficit or surplus in the inflation importing countries. Although the 
exogenous change has deterministic effect on the price level, there 
exists no predictable relationship between the price level and the bal-
ance of payments. The relationship depends on the source of the exogen-
ous change (Branson, 1977, pp. 82-84). 
The transmission mechanism in this Keynesian model thus depends not 
on the balance of payments but rather on the trade balance and the cap-
ita! market (Dornbusch, 1977, pp. 95-96). An increase in demand abroad 
for domestic output would increase the exports of a country and thus the 
effects are transmitted through production, prices, and employment. The 
change in demand for domestic output at the initial prices of output 
would create excess demand in the commodity and labour markets and 
therefore raise the domestic price level and wage rate. A reduction in 
the foreign rates of interest will create excess demand in the capital 
market due to the substitution of domestic for foreign debt and thus 
increases the rate of inflation. Thus, the transmission mechaniso. of 
inflation in the Keynesian approach acts through the demand effects in 
form of a demand-pull on the economy. 
The relationship between domestic and foreign price level is exam-
ined by incorporating the Phillips curve approach with the static 
Keynesian model to link inflation with the foreign-trade multiplier in 
order to explain whether national rates of inflation would converge 
\ 
toward the world rate. (Branson, 1977, pp. 85-88). A low terns-of-trade 
12 
would induce a trade surplus which would exert a demand pressure on the 
economy. Hence, the domestic rate of inflation would be higher than the 
world rate. Consequently, the terms-of-trade would improve till the 
domestic rate of inflation converges to that of the world rate. There-
fore, the domestic price can temporarily diverge from the world price 
level; yet, prices among countries could converge through the trade-
multiplier alone (Branson, 1977, p. 88). Nevertheless, the generation 
of the mechanism is still left undefined in many Keynesian writings. 
Furthermore, the importance of monetary implication on the balance of 
payments and the role of money are deemphasized. 
The Scandinavian Approach 
An alternative to the Keynesian approach to world-wide inflation is .) 
the Scandinavian approach first started by Aukrust (1970) and later 
developed in greater detail by Edgren, Faxen, and Odhner (1973) and 
Kravis and Lipsey (1977). The Aukrust-EFO model of inflation describes \ 
that in a small or medium open economy, prices and incomes are strongly 
\ 
{ 
influenced by the outside world. The economy is 
sectors--the exposed sector which faces strong foreign 






the sheltered sector which is well protected from competitive foreign/ 
pressure/ Given the world price and the existing exchange rate, the 
/ 
exposed sector that has to compete in the world market is a price-taker 
so that the world market price determines its output prices which would 
determine the wage rate and the output prices of the sheltered sector. 
The weighted average of the output prices in both sectors determines the 
domestic price level. 
Inflationary impulses can be transmitted from one country to 
13 
another through three channels (Aukrust, 1970)--first, through direct 
effects of import prices such as an increase in the prices of imported 
consumer goods, of raw materials and capital goods, and/or competitive 
imports; second, through direct export prices due to an increase of 
prices of export goods in the world market which would increase the 
prices in the national market. The price level of consumer goods would 
also be affected; third, through indirect wage effects from the exposed 
industries. The rising import and export prices would increase the 
profitability which increases the wage rate and then the price level. 
Therefore, the transmission mechanism in this model is solely foreign 
trade prices which enable inflation to be transmitted from one country 
to another. Prices are determined by either the world market or costs 
wh~le demand has little influence except in the labor market in which 
wages affect prices indirectly. 
The rate of inflation in the _exposed sector will peg to the world 
level~ The difference between the rate of inflation in the two sectors 
depends on the different rates of growth of productivity, on the labor 
share, and on the wage-setting behavior. However, in the long run, 
deviation between the two sectors is reduced through wage negotiations, 
labor market forces, and macroeconomic policies. The domestic price 
level pegs to the world's rate through the elimination of the 
deviations. 
Although the Scandinavian model provides an explanation for the 
transmission mechanism and the pegging of national price level to that 
of the world, yet it suffers from two main effects. First, the rate of 
inflation is solely supply-side determined and demand is being 
neglected. Second, the generation mechanism of the world rate of 
14 
inflation is left out (Genberg and Swoboda, 1977, p. 77). 
The Monetary Approach to World-wide Inflation 
~ The monetary approach to world-wide inflation is developed from th~.~ 
)monetary approach to balance-of-payments theory first started by Mundel 
'\(1971) and Johnson (1972b) and further developed by many others (such a 
Laidler, 1975a; Frenkel, 1976a; Swoboda, 1976; and Parkin, 1977). The 
approach is easily extended to the case of a flexible exchange rate 
through the monetary approach to exchange rates. The approach is supe-
rior to the Keynesian and the Scandinavian models in the sense that 
besides providing an explanation of the generation mechanism of world 
inflation, it also emphasizes the role of money and its relationship 
with inflation especially in an international context. Considering the 
role of the money supply and its determinants in an open economy 
involves the analysis of the balance of payments. Rather than analyzing 
the problem essentially within a closed-economy framework as in the 
orthodox post Keynesian analysis, the rest of the world plays a crucial 
role in this theory. 
The Determinants of \lorld Inflation 
Inflation is basically a monetary phenomenon. It is a reflection 
of the adjustment of the price level to the excess supply of money. 
Therefore, monetary expansion is the fundamental determinant of 
tion. Hence, transferring this explanation to the world-wid~ level 
under a fixed exchange rate, it is the world money stock that determines 
the world rate of inflation. The growth of money stock is determined by 
the sum of individual countries' monetary expansion and the growth of 
15 
the world reserves and their distributions. In a flexible exchange rate 
world, the world price is to be detennined by the weighted average of 
each national price level with the size of the country as the weight.l 
In the short run, there is a close relationship between money 
supply and money income and an excess money supply can be removed 
through an adjustment in money income. However, in the long run, the 
link is between the money supply and the price level and output is 
treated as exogenous or at the full-employment level. Hence, any expan-
sion of the world supply of money over the demand for it would result in 
an adjustment of the world price level alone. 
The Transmission Mechanism 
A change in the rate of domestic credit expansion affects the rate 
of inflation of a country to the extent that it affects the world money 
supply and the world inflation rate. This is because a change in domes-
tic credit alters the country's balance of payments--the route by which 
the 'influence is transmitted to the outside world. Therefore, the 
analysis stresses the importance of the relationship between the balance 
of payments and the price level and of the endogeneity of the national 
money supply. The world money supply, on the other hand, is exogenous 
to a country and determines the price level. The model therefore treats 
the world economy as a closed economy where the transmission process is 
important to the distribution of the world money stock. This proposi-
tion hence provides a route through which the issue of i.mported 
lJain (1980) attempts to construct the world price index from the 
consumer price indices for 36 countries weighted by each country's GDP. 
The world price index derived is considered as a measurement of the 
world price level. 
16 
inflation which is of crucial interest to this paper can be analyzed. 
Convergence of National Price Level 
\Vhatever the transmission mechanism involved, the long-run national 
inflation rates will converge to the world rate as long as exchange 
rates are fixed and perfect goods arbitrage exists. Johnson (1972a, p. 
88) emphasizes that "As long as countries maintain a fixed exchange 
rate, they cannot in the long run avoid the common rate of inflation." 
This is made possible through the equilization of the prices of traded 
goods and of their rates of change. The inflationary impulses are 
transmitted to the nontraded goods sectors by virtue of substitution 
effects between the two kinds of goods. Hence, the national price will 
peg to the world level. Nevertheless, the theory does allow national 
inflation rates to diverge in the short run through nonfixity of 
exchange rates, sluggish arbitrage and/or delay in inflationary impulse 
transmission from the tradable to the nontradable goods, and impediments 
to trade (Swoboda, 1977, pp. 27-32) and in the long run through differ-
ent productivity growth rates of the two sectors (Laidler, 1975a, p. 
176). 
In the extension to the case where exchange rates are flexible, 
national prices will not converge but are determined somev;rhere between 
their own desired rates of inflation and the world's rate. 
CHAPTER III 
A MONETARIST APPROACH TO IMPORTED I:NFLATION 
The monetary approach to balance-of-payments theory under fixed or 
flexible exchange rates is an extension of the raonetary approach in a 
closed economy. The theory thus provides a potential role to the analy-
sis of the monetary approach to international inflation theory--imported 
inflation. Although quite a number of theoretical analyses has been 
developed on the subject of imported inflation, little empirical testing 
has been done (Courchene and Singh, 1976; Parkins, 1977; Brunner and 
Meltzer, 1977; Jain, 1980). It can be shown that the monetary approach 
can be extended successfully to cover the floating-rates case. The 
interest of this chapter is to develop the theoretical basis behind the 
issue of imported inflation under both fixed and flexible exchange ';, 
rates. An empirical study on the issue is performed to test the rele-
vancy of the theory. 
Characteristics of the Monetary Approach 
Before discussing the issue, it is important to examine the basic 
assumptions on which the theory is based. The monetary approach is 
based on the ideas of the quantity theory of money. It therefore incor-
porates most of the main characteristics of the quantity theory. Three 
of the most important are, first, money demand is a stable function of a 
small number of variables. Second, the removal of the assumption of 
17 
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money illusion is important. The theory implies a unitary price elas-
ticity of the demand of money. Given a stable money demand 
function (that is, factors that affect the money supply will not affect 
the variables in the money demand function), the nominal money supply 
determines the time path of prices so that relative commodity prices 
play no role. Third, prices are necessarily assumed to be flexible to 
provide for relative price adjustment in the long run. Given wage and 
price flexibility, although real income could change in the short run, 
it is assumed to be exogenous in the long run and at the full employment 
level. 
Furthermore, two additional features should be discussed in the 
analysis of inflation in an open economy. First, capital is assumed to 
be highly mobile. One implication of this assumption is that any inter-
national interest rate differentials would be removed to ensure equality 
between domestic and foreign interest rates through interest rate arbi-
trage. Second, the issue of sterilization is also important. Disequil-
ibrium is temporary as long as the monetary authorities do not sterilize 
completely the inflow of foreign funds. If a policy of complete steri-
lizatio~ is pursued, continuous balance-of-payments disequilibrium is 
possible and the surplus or deficit in the balance of payments can be 
treated as a flow equilibrium (Johnson, 1973, pp. 234-235). The impact 
of a change in monetary policy on the balance of payments depends upon L 1 
. ~:; ~ e "-.1 
"' th~--d~g!ee of sterilization. If ~~aJ;i(l}u.~.,..;L.s ~.c-Gmpl.ete.,, .the-~mp.ac-t----. · ! 
is largest. Empirical evidence suggests that in most of the cases, 
various degrees of sterilization exist (Kreinin and Officer, 1978, p. 
60). 
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Imported Inflation Under Fixed Exchange Rates 
Monetary Approach to Balance of Payments 
In order to examine the issue of inflation in an open economy, the 
analysis can begin with the balance of payments. The balance-
of-payments theory has two main classifications--the traditional or 
---"'·-------·-------·-·~·-""-·'"'-~···--·······-··•·'-~····-"--·-·""''"~""""""' ~-·-~---~--~-·~··'· '"'' '"'"'"" "' ·~ 
'income-absorption' theory and the new monetary approach. 
--................ "'-..... -. .. ~·"'"'" .. ,_..._ ••. _ ... _.,, .. ____....,........-....-.... """"'""'-'·"""•"•"-''' «-. .... .. • . . . .,, ,, >·-~.-~.q ·,. .... -· 
approach to balance of payments is the most recently developed concept • 
....... ,~-~""""·'''-~"""'"""'--""""'''',_,..,..,, .. - .. .,.,.. -~""'""'""'"" '"~'-· ->< ........... ,., • ...-. .., ... -~·-· ...... _,_ .. __.,. ". -~.,-' 
It can be considered as an extension of the domestic monetarism because 
of its emphasis on the monetary aspects as the essential mechanism in 
the adjustment process. 
Since the development of the approach by Mundell (1971) and Johnson 
(1972b), the approach outlined under a fixed exchange rate system is 
discussed further by Branson (1975a, 1975b), Swoboda (1973), Frenkel and 
Johnson (1976), Grubel (1976), Harberler (1976), Johnson (1975, 1976, 
1977a), Rhomberg and Heller (1977), Whitman (1975), Dornbusch (1973, 
1974, 1975), Mussa (1976), and Rodriguez (1976). The volume and 
diversity of the literature on this approach are discussed in a detailed 
survey and analysis by Johnson (1967, 1973, 1976, 1977a) and Kreinin and 
Officer (1978). 
The balance of payments is basically a monetary phenomenon with the ) 
demand for and the supply of money as. the critica~ -~-~~~rmJ;~~~;~-. Any 
excess in supply of or demand for money is reflected in a country's bal-
l 
ance of payments. A surplus or deficit in the balance of payments works) 
toward equilibrium through the equili~!:.:!:_~--~-n money demand and supply. 
The emphasisfller-efZ~~ is not on the relative prices but on the excess 
supply and demand of money. Consequently, the balance of payments 
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provides a channel for the consideration of the role and the long-run 
effe.cts o:f mo1le.y_ in an open economy. Since the analysis on the behavior 
'-....~- -·· -·-
of money on the overall balance of payments, individual components of 
the balance of payments are not discussed. 
The analysis postulates that there exists _a close relationship 
between the. balance of payments, the supply of money, and the price 
level of the economy. Consider a small open economy with an inflow of 
international reserves or a trade surplus.l The monetary base of the 
country consists of domestic high-powered money and international 
reserves. The surplus in the payments balance changes international 
reserves which then affects the monetary base. Suppose there is an 
increase in the demand for money, as long as the monetary authorities do 
not attempt to sterilize or absorb the inflow of international reserves 
by a contraction of the domestic credit, the surplus is necessarily tern-
porary. However, in the presence of continuous policy interventions 
that government reduces domestic credit in step with the increase in 
international reserves; continuous surplus is possible so that the 
impact is on the domestic money supply. This is because such a policy 
of sterilization of international monetary inflows induces continuous 
reserve inflows (which leads to excess money supply) when the money 
demand is not met by domestic sources. The existence of a continual 
surplus in the rest of the world implies that the key currency country 
is generating a deficit. With respect to the key currency country, an 
easy and simple way to finance the continual deficit is by issuing 
!Following the definition proposed by International Monetary Fund, 
international reserves is defined as the sum of foreign exchange, gold, 





money. The continuous increase in the money supply creates further 
excess supply of money and excess demand for goods and services. The 
result is a higher trade deficit in the key currency country or a trade 
surplus in the rest of the world. Hortet.ary__exp.ans.:Lcm __ _in_ke~rrency 
-----·----.~-
countries is thus considered as the main determinant of inflation. In 
... ,.,.~ ··--·~-····-··-
the long run, the growth of real income is exogenous and the effect ~r·a 
monetary expansion is on the price level. Therefore, whenever the sup-
ply of money exceeds the demand for it, the surplus in the money market 
would lead to a rising price level. 
Exchange Rates and Money Supply in an 
Open Economy 
The Case of a Fixed Exchange Rate. The purpose of the Bretton 
Woods Agreement was to seek stability and confidence in the monetary 
system. Member countries were obligated to defend fixed exchange rate 
parities which could be altered only with the permission of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund if the country's balance of payments was in fun-
damental disequilibrium. 
Apart from the traditional approaches, the monetary approach views 
the exchange rate not as the relative prices of different national out-
put but rather as the relative prices of different national monies 
(Mus sa, 1976, p. 232). Since the exchange rate is the price of one 
money in terms of another, the monetary approach thus brings out the 
importance of the role of money in determining the exchange rate and the 
shortcoming of the traditional approaches 'ivhere the rate is determined 
by changes in the relative prices of domestic and foreign goods. Fol-
lowing the monetary interpretation, the case of fixed international 
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exchange rates can be considered similar to the case for a common 
national currency (Johnson, 1973, p. 201). 
,!n ___ an .. open .economy, any balance-of-:-payments disequil_!l>rium is iden-
-·---~ "·~ -~--. 
tified with adjustment in the money market between the supply and demand 
provided that the system is operating under ~ed_~~~e ~-· -the authorities have no intention of sterilization. Equilibrium is 
restored when the excess demand (supply) of money is removed by the 
inflow (outflow) of foreign (domestic) money. Countries with a balance-
of-payments surplus (deficit) as a result of excess demand (supply) of 
money, in order to keep its exchange rate from appreciating (depreci-
ating), would have to buy (sell) international reserves. The purchase 
of more foreign reserves when the balance of payments is in surplus 
increases the foreign canponent of the monetary base and then the over-
all money supply of the economy. 
To remove the balance-of-payments deficit, changing 
rate is another alternative. Devaluation in this case is 
the exchange ) 
analytically ( • 
\ 
parallel to a reduction in money supply (Cooper, 1971, p. 7). This is.\ 
I. 
I 
-trecause a balance-of-payments deficit due to an excess demand for goods I 
I 
and services reflects the existence of excess supply of money. A deval-j 
uation represents a decrease in the real value of domestic money and of 
other financial assets measured in foreign currency. TI1is implies that 
the price of foreign money in terms of home currency is increased. This 
increase raises the prices of tradable goods and services and then the 
prices of domestic goods through direct or indirect product substitution 
or through costs of production. On the other hand, the increase in the 
price level induces the public to reduce its aggregate spending which 
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produces the required improvement in the balance of payments. In addi-
tion, the general price increase also increases _J;:he demand j:g,r nqminal 
If the increased demand is not satisfied by domestic credit 
expansion, a surplus in the balance of payments is_generated by virtue --
of an inflow of foreign money. Although devaluation. has an_:!:.!.J:%1-ati<?_!!?ry 
impact, it can r~EmJ.ove or improve a balance-:of-payments deficit. - Never-
theless, exchange rate alteration cannot bring a lasting change in the 
balance of payments position; the effect lasts only until the money-
market equilibrium is restored or when the deficit is removed. There-
fore, devaluatiol"!,m~reJy rais~st}1e price level and has no effect on the 
real variables in the long run. The policy of devaluation could be 
deflationary only if it is used to replace controls that previously 
resulted in aJl. "equilibritnll'~ (Yeager, 1976, pp. 223-230). 
~~ --·~- ---." 
Any effect of devaluation if followed by expansion of domestic 
credit would be offset. Devaluation is likely to succeed only if the 
monetary authorities refrain from domestic credit expansion (Johnson, 
1972a, p. 90; Mussa, 1976, p. 412). Repeated devaluation without domes-
tic credit expansion can improve the .balance of payments or lead to a 
continual balance-of-payments surplus by working through the adjustment 
in the excess demand for money. Conversely, excessive domestic credit~ 
expansion, that is, excess supply of money worsens the balance of pay-
ments and leads to a balance-of-payments deficit. The expansion of a 
country's money supply affects the world or other countries to the 
extent that it affects the world's money supply. 
Endogeneity of Money Supply. In an open economy, there exists a 
/" 
close relationship between theLexchange rates and the money suppl_~. As 
long as the country keeps a fixed exchange rate, its money sypply is/ 
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endogee11s. Under a fixed exchange rate system, undervaluation of a cur-). 
rency and surplus with a continuation of the purchase of international ( 
reserves have been a characteristic of the pegged rates (Yeager, 1976, ,l,;:,'J~,,,. 
p. 228). When a reserve currency country expands its money supply con- ,. ' 
tinuously and develops a growing deficit, the loss of international j 
/ 
reserves in the key currency country is accumulated in the rest of thef' 
./ 
world in the form of surpluses which would put upward pressure on the 
exchange rate. In order to keep the exchange rate from appreciating, 
surplus countries must buy international reserves, thereby increasing 
the foreign component of the monetary base. Con&e-El-1:1€-Il-d-y-,-t-he-f.GrBign 
source of the,_mo-Rey-&Hf>'P±y-.4.-s---efld-crgenous. If the monetary authorities 
attempt to sterilized the inflow of international reserves (steriliza-
tion of international reserves flow is the process of reducing domestic 
credit in step \vith the increase in international reserves inflow), the 
result is a continuous inflow of a foreign money and an increase in the 
money. sH-p"ply. This is because if sterilization occurs, money demand is 
in excess so that the excess demand not satisfied by domestic money is 
satisfied by an inflow of foreign money which will increase the interna-
tional component of the monetary base and hence the money supply. 
Furthermore, if there is a persistent increase in the demand for money 
and the need is not satisfied by an increase in domestic money, inflo>v 
of foreign money occurs and the consequence is an increase in the money 
supply. Therefore, money supply is endogenous. 
The endogeneity of money supply implies that doemstically, the 
--~~~.t.~~::.::::.i_,.,;.:.;~;..:.;: ... ;,__ .. .,..,,;;.;.,.,;_·;..~.;:_.~.oA.'oli~~~~-.,::,;,_-,..;:,..~,,.;;v..w">-~,;;~.<?;;,~;,;.·{,~...,,.~r~:::·;~.~~~~~~~-~~ 
country has no control over its !}!Oney supply.2 The pursuit of any 
2This does not apply to the key currency country. 
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domestic objective by means of using domestic money supply may be offset 
by the international reserves flows unless there is a change in the 
money multiplier or in money demand. However, given the stable money 
demand function which is independent from the money supply, a change in 
domestic credit does not change the money demand or the money multi-
plier. Hence, all the government can do is to control the composition 
of the money but not its level. Consequently, any exogenous change 
which results in a balance-of-payments imbalance leaves the country in a 
position to adjust the domestic prices and wages. Continuous imbalance 
is possible if the monetary authorities folloVJ a sterilization policy or 
if the conditions causing an excess demand for money persist. 
Another important implication of the endogeneity of the mane~~ 
supply is on the effect of domestic credit expansion on the country's 
money supply. A country's domestic credit expansion or its money multi-
plier has no long-run effect on its own money supply. The reasons are, 
first, an increase in domestic credit will result in an opposite change 
in international reserves and/or depreciation in the exchange rates 
(Mus sa, 1976, p. 410). Second, it is regard that each individual cou~ 
try is-too small to increase the growth of the world money supply.3 
'\ 
Even though the effect of domestic credit expansion leaks through either 
the balance of payments or exchange rate depreciation, it still posses-
ses an indirect effect in the sense that it affects the rest of 
the world to the extent that it affects the world's money supply and the 
3Laidler and Nobay (1974, p. 13) argue that, "the rate of domestic 
credit expansion changes the inflation rate only to the extent that it 
influences the rate of expansion of the world money supply and hence the 
world inflation rate. Its principal effect on the individual country is 
to change the balance of payments." For further details, see Laidler 
and No bay, 1974, p. 13. 
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rate of inflation. The rise in the world inflation rate thus affects 
the country that initially increases the money supply. 
The Operation of Inflationary Expectations 
From the inflationary experiences of various countries over the 
past few years, the importance of inflationary expectations has been 
much emphasized. The idea of inflationary expectations can be dated 
back to Irving Fisher (1896) and is explicitly discussed in monetary 
economics by Cagan (1956), Friedman (1956), Bailey (1956), and Phelps 
(1965). Empirical evidence performed also _2~~-~~-CiEes that ex12ectationsv"' 
are one of the most important detenuinants in the process of inflation. 
Some of the studies are those by Solow (1969), Turnovsky and Wachter 
(1972), Vanderkamp (1972), Gordon (1972), and Lucas and Rapping (1969). 
The evidence suggests that the coexistence of high unemployment and 
. .... ./ 
accelerating inflation results because expectations can lead to price 
increases. Expectations of inflation can be considered as an error 
learhing process depending on the past history of inflation. Empirical 
evidence on the relevance of past errors in the adjustment of future 
expectations confirms that people revise their future expectations 
according to the past history of forecast errors in inflationary expec-
tations (Resler, 1980, pp. 8-12VrWhen people consistently expect 
prices to rise in the future, they would accelerate their spending at 
the existing lmJer price levels. This implies an increase in aggregate 
demand over supply and consequently increases the price level further 
than that has been expected. The price spiral thus continues and leads 
to increasing prices. In the absense of money illusion, the 'expecta-




between inflation and the level of economic activity (and the rate of 
unemployment). Therefore, in the long run, inflation persists due to}· ·.·· .. , 
(/YYV": 
the inflationary expectations and any action taken by the monetary 
~.,; 
•< 1. 
authorities to reduce inflation would fail. 
Besides depending on the past experiences on inflation, the rate of 
monetary expansion can also affect expectations and the velocity of 
money. During rapid monetary expansion, people would revise their 
expectations about further price inflation. As a result of economizing 
on the holding of real cash balances, the velocity of circulation 
increases. Therefore, inflation anticipations would not continue to 
accelerate if money supply is stable and policies are known to aim at 
monetary stability (Yeager, 1976, p. 225). 
Although inflationary expectations in the home country are impor-
taut in determining the inflationary process, there is no simple way of 
independently measuring expectations. One of the means is to generate 
expectations in terms of observable variables which are used as proxies 
for the unobservable expected rate of inflation. Since the inflationary 
expectations have been argued as depending upon the past inflationary 
experiences and the monetary stability, price expectations can be 
assumed to be based on the past rates of inflation and past rates of 
change in the money stock (Rutledge, 1976). This is to emphasize the 
effects of monetary policy on market price expectations and the mechan-
ism through which monetary impulses are tranS!ilitted to the output and 
the labor markets. 
Inflationary expectations in the reserve currency country are also 
said to generate a balance-of-payments surplus in other countries. 
Inflation in the reserve currency country imposes a tax on the rest of 
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the world (Mundell, 1971, pp. 143-144). The rate of depreciation of the 
dollar balances is approximately equal to the rate of inflation and the 
value of the real dollar balance is the base of the tax. In the absence 
of inflationary expectations, a zero balance of payments surplus is 
desired by the rest of the world. However, with inflationary expecta-
tions, the rest of the world would have to maintain a permanent balance-
of-payments surplus lvi th the reserve currency country in order to 
preserve the purchasing power of their reserves. The magnitude of the 
surplus is equal to the additonal quantity of dollars that is required 
to compensate for the amount of depreciation of the reserve balances. 
Moreover, inflationary expectations in the reserve currency country 
would cause an excess demand for foreign goods and services so that a 
balance-of-payments deficit is generated. Conversely, to the rest of 
~ ...... ,.~r "''·"'"''''''~ '''·''''''" 
the world, a balance-of-payments surplus is accumulated in the form of 
the reserve currency due to the trade surplus generated by the excess 
demand for domestic goods and services from abroad. Then, an inflation-
ary pressure is exerted on the rest of the world. 
; 
As a result, infla~ 
tion in a country can be transmitted to the rest of the world. 
Channels of Imported Inflation 
The fixed exchange rate regime established under the Bretton Hoods 
System worked well until the late 1950s. From the early 60s, sizable 
payments imbalances among major countries started to appear. The accel-
eration of inflation since 1965 had been argued by the monetarists as 
the consequence of an increase in the rate of world money due to the, 
expansionary policy adopted by the United States and diffused to the 
rest of the world through the U.S. payments deficit (Johnson, 1972a, p. 
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335). Moreover, Bretton Woods did not provide strong enough incentives 
for sizable changes in exchange rates in order to remove the payment 
imbalances. The issue of imported inflation has become more important. 
Mundell (1971, Chapter 15) first analyzes the international trans-
mission of the inflationary process by arguing that countries would have 
to pay "seigniorage" in the form of keeping a balance-of-payments sur-
plus and thus imported inflation from abroad. \lith inflationary expec-
tations in the key currency country, the rest of the world would have to 
keep a balance of payments surplus in order to compensate for the loss 
of their purchasing power of their international reserves. Thus, an 
inflationary process in the key currency country imposes a tax on other 
countries which are abliged to pay "seigniorage" through a transfer of 
real resources. While he is mainly concerned with the long-run equili-
brium analysis, Shinkai ( 1973) develops a model for imported inflation 
but mainly concentrates on a short-run analysis. His model emphasizes 
the a~justment process initiated by a rise in the exogenous prices of 
imports which generates a surplus of trade balance. In addition to 
Mundell's conclusion, Shinkai argues that the country will also suffer 
from a deterioration in the terms of trade. Turnovsky and Kaspura 
(1974) adopt a simple Keynesian macroeconomic model to analyze the 
~- -- ----
effects of foreign, __ :iJJ.Jtation on .. -~·-· ~·- . . ·- the domestic economy in the short run • 
domestic economy through the effects of an increase in the rate of 
a balance-of-payments surplus, a direct 
price increase, and an increase in the price of imported goods. Scarfe 
(1973) also provides a similar analysis. Brunner (1974) argues that 
foreign inflation can affect a country through the imports, exports, and 
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the balance of payments by emphasizing the shift in demand induced by a 
unit change of each of the three factors._..../11owever, to Heintraub ( 1977), 
/"/ 
imported inflation is something that everybody complains to import and 
nobody exports. He argues that "Imported inflation appears mainly to be 
a comforting apologetic supporting inaction by political leaders • 
Imported inflation is but one price of economic and political backward-
ness" (Weintraub, 1977, p. 35). 
The importance of the interaction of a fixed exchange rate and the 
money supply and the operation of inflationary expectations at home and 
abroad are the fundamental ground on which imported inflation can be 
the demand-pull impact of increases in money supply resulting from a 
continual surplus in the balance of payments. In the determination of 
price changes, the monetarist's view of inflation emphasizes the role of 
excess demand generated from an excess money supply and inflationary 
expectations both at home and abro~ Therefore, two main channels 
through which inflation can be transmitted into a country can be 
identified: 
(1) Direct balance-of-payments effect 
Honetary factors play ~?. .•. £.!~Ci__§ll~jn_ th.~---_i!~e..rmin.a.tion of ... 
~---" -·~ -- ~ _¥_ ... ·~·· .... , 
prices and i n." ... .tJJ.e~.a.~&l.a.:t;.a,.~;.i..gR---G-f~-m.G-fl.e..!?ttry--··i:tfrnrrrcrn-.-.- To study the 
----~----"' r----·· 
effect of the money supply on inflation is to examine the effect of 
changes in the quantity of money on the aggregate demand on the economy. 
~/~!-~=~~-:-~_: .. --~~---th~ . .money·-- sUpply and ... a eontinu.::tLJ:).:llance-of-payments 
deficits in the key currency country implies a balance-of-payments sur-/ 
plus in the form of accumulated international reserves in other cou:i 
tries from the rest of the world. When the exchange rate is fixed, t~ 
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accumulated surplus increases the money supply and creates a demand pull 
on the economy if the rate of inflation is expected to accelerate. As 
long as the country is able and willing to sterilize the inflow of 
international reserves, a continual balance-of-payments surplus exists. 
Consequently, the rest of the \vorld would import inflation from abroad. 
Hence, the balance of payments serves as a channel for the importation 
of inflationary impulses from abroad. 
(2) Inflationary expectations effect 
Inflationary expectation is the second channel for inflation 
to be imported into a country. Besides the expectations at home, infla-
tionary expectations in the reserve currency country also impose a tax 
on other countries in the form of a balance-of-payments surplus. Other 
than serving as a channel to import inflation as discussed, inflationary 
expectations can also lead to a situation of competitive inflation if 
countries try to resist the payments of "seigniorage. ----With inflationary expectations in the key currency country, the 
rest of the world is obliged to pay "seigniorage" to the reserve cur-
rency country in the form of a transfer of real resources. This is 
because the increase in the rate of inflation in the foreign country 
raises the prices of imports relative to that of exports and causes a 
deterioration in the terms of trade in the short run. The increase in 
demand for exportables and domestically consumed goods or a reduction in 
demand for foreign goods will generate a trade surplus and a domestic 
price inflation. 
However, countries may resist the undesirable reserve accumulation 
by expanding their domestic credit in order to compete for the "seign-
iorage" that would accrue to the reserve currency country. Although the 
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domestic credit expansion does not affect the country's own inflation 
directly, it would affect the world money supply to the amount that it 
creates. As Swoboda (1978) argues, 
Under fixed money 
an important role 
price level' 
traded • the 
demand for money 
stocks--the 'world money stock'--should play 
in determining the behavior of the 'world 
under the assumption that all goods are 
world price level adjusts to equate the Horld 
\'lith the supply (p. 625). 
The world price level would rise at a more rapid rate and consequently, 
lead to a situation of competitive inflation. 
Short-run Adjustment Process and the 
Long-run Equilibrium 
Both monetary and direct demand effects are emphasized in the 
transmission of international inflation. The internatiooal character-
~f. ioflat.:ioo.jn a world of • .fixed exchange_.r"ltes involv~.t.be,,. 
study of money supply in an o~en econom~ and the balance-of-payments 
~·-.. •• p -~ 
~- A change in a country's rate of monetary expansion alters the 
balance of payments and the level of prices. At this level, the mone-
tary approach provides an international transmission mechanism for 
inflation among countries. Direct demand changes induced by an exogen-
ous world price increase or inflationary expectations \vould work through 
the adjusrn1ent mechanisms of the arbitrage of tradable goods, repercus-
sions of real balance effects generated by the surplus in trade bal-
ances, and the mobility of capital. Whatever the mechanisms, the peg-
ging of exchange rates insures that the balance-of-payments mechanism 
will spread inflation to other countries through an equilibrium distri-
bution of the world money stock. 
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A Short-run Adjustment Process. \Jhatever the transmission mechan-
ism, inflation is to converge through perfect goods, arbitrage under 
exchange-rate fixity. However, in the short run, inflation rates are 
allowed to differ among countries. Monetary disturbances can affect the 
domestic rate of inflation and output. An unexpected increase in domes-
tic money supply forces the domestic inflation rate to be different from 
the world's rate and temporarily increases real income and creates a 
deficit. However, the increase in output reverses the initial effect on 
the balance of payments. Therefore, there may exist a tradeoff between 
inflation, output, and the balance of payments when expectations have 
not been fully adjusted. After expectations are fully corrected, the 
inflation rate will return to the world level and monetary equilibrium 
is .adjusted through the balance-of-payments channel. 
The balance of payments will provide whatever change in the amount 
of reserves that are required for that rate of inflation. Therefore, in 
the long run, the central bank has no control over its money supply. At 
a particular point in time, the rate of inflation of the country is 
determined solely by its own rate of monetary expansion. In determining 
the rate of inflation in a short run, it is a good approximation to con-
sider it to be equal to the rate in the long run. As Laidler (1975a) 
argues, 
• • • the long-run equilibrium • • • is one from which the 
world does not deviate very far even in the short run, and one 
that is quickly reached after any disturbance • • • • Then, it 
may actually be a better approximation to reality to treat the 
world as if it was always in the long-run equilibrium (p. 
175). 
The Long-run Equilibrium. In the long run, as long as the coun-
tries maintain a fixed exchange rate, domestic price levels will peg to 
the world rate; they cannot avoid a common rate of inflation. Thus, 
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inflation is regarded as part of the external environment rather than 
controlled by individual countries. In the short run, one would expect 
a close relationship to exist between the rate of change in nominal 
income and the aggregate monetary growth. However, in the long run the 
relationship is between money and the price level. Output is determined 
at the full employment level and is independent of the behavior of the 
endogenous money supply. An important implication derived is that no 
tradeoff exists between inflation and output in the long run. Real 
interest rates are given and are determined by forces of "productivity 
and thrift" on a world-wide basis. Every country is a price taker in 
the world market. Inflation in the world is thus determined by the 
expansion of world money stock which is the sum of domestic money sup-
plies of individual countries, gold, and SDRs.4 Hence, a change in a 
country's domestic money will affect directly the world inflation rate 
to the extent that it affects the world money supply. The national rate 
of inflation can differ from the world's only to the extent that the 
productivity growth rates of tradable and nontradable sectors are dif-
ferent. The world is considered to consist of a single integrated mar-
ket for the tradable goods and capital; that is, the 'law of one price' 
as proposed by Global Monetarism (see e.g. \.fuitman, 1975; Swoboda, 
1977). 
4There are various definitions for the world money supply. Parkin 
(1975) considers \vorld money by converting an aggregate of national 
money supplies into a common u.s. dollar unit. Claassen (1977) also 
provides similar consideration that the world money is the sum of 
national quantities of money. Keran (1975) treats the sum of inter-
national reserves as the world money supply. Besides, Genberg and 
Swoboda (1977) raise the question that whether M1 or Mz (or Mu) should 
be used as the definition of world money stock. They suggest that on an 
analytical level Mz is used. But on a practical level, it is difficult 
because there is no good estimate for the net money stock held by the 
pub lie. 
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Imported Inflation and Flexible Exchange Rates 
By the early 1960s, the rapid accumulation of the key currency 
reserves was undermining the stability of the monetary stystem. The 
fixed exchange rates did not provide enough adjustment to relieve the 
distortions that had gathered over the long period of time. As a 
result, the Bretton Woods System collapsed in late 1971, leaving each 
country free to choose the exchange rate best suited to its needs. It 
is interesting to examine whether a flexible exchange rate system would 
prevent the inflationary impulses from transmitting from one country to 
another. 
Monetary Approach to Exchange Rates 
The monetary approach to balance of payments under a fixed exchange 
rate regime can be extended to a world of flexible exchange rates. 
Mundell (1968, 1971) first incorporates the monetary consideration in 
the.determination of exchange rates and the view is later much empha-
sized by Dornbusch (1975, 1976a, 1976b) and also by Mussa (1974, 1976), 
Johnson (1975), Frenkel and Rodriguez (1975), Kouri (1976), and Frenkel 
(1976b). The monetary approach to exchange rates can be considered as 
the dual relationship to the monetary approach to the balance of pay-
ments since the forn1er emphasizes on the role of money and assets in 
determining the exchange rate when it is flexible and the later empha-
sizes on the role of money and assets in determining the balance of pay-
ments when the exchange rates are fixed. 
In exchange rate determination, there are three main perspectives--
the purchasing-power-parity theory, the asset view, and expectations. 
Exchange rates can be regarded as the relative prices of two assets or 
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two national monies. The equilibriwn is determined by the supply of and 
the demand for different national monies. TI1erefore, the determination 
of exchange rates is primarily a monetary phenomenon. For this argu-
ment to be true, the theory thus recognizes the validity of the 
purchasing-power-parity theory which states that a unit of domestic cur-
rency when converted to foreign currency can exchange for the same quan-
tity of goods and services abroad or at home. The implication of the 
theory is that the equilibrium exchange rate is the ratio of domestic to 
foreign prices. Therefore, the relationship thus suggests the accept-
ance of the law of one price in the commodity market. Expectations are 
also important in exchange rate determination. Exchange rates reflect 
the demand and supply of domestic and foreign monies. An expectation 
of a monetary expansion would be reflected in the exchange rates since 
asset holders in evaluating the value of their assets may incorporate 
the effect of anticipated inflation in their rate of return. The antic-
ipated inflation thus lowers the demand for real balances and the asset 
equilibrium is achieved only at a higher price level. Since the domes-
tic price level is related to 
chasing. power parity, a rise 
the foreign price level through the pur-
in the domestic price level with fixed 
foreign prices is a depreciation of the domestic currency. 
In choosing the proper indices in computing the parity, different 
views are controversial (Frenkel, 1976b, pp. 201-203). One of the views 
in choosing the price indices pertains to traded goods only and thus 
emphasizes the role of commodity arbitrage. Another view argues that 
the broadest range of commodity should be included. 
Exchange Rates and Money Supply Under 
Floating Rates 
The Case of Floating Exchange Rates. 
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Under the system of flexible 
or floating exchange rates, two main types of floating can be 
identified--the "clean" floats and the managed floats. On a scale of 
exchange rates flexibility, the fixed exchange rate case is on one 
extreme and the clean floats or perfect flexible exchange rates case is 
on the other. The managed floating, on the other hand, lies somewhere 
in between the two extremes depending on the extent of government inter-
vention in the exchange rate market. 
The issue of whether a fixed or flexible exchange rate is more 
inflationary is a controversial subject. Since inflation is said to be 
transmitted across countries as long as exchange rates are fixed, some 
of the economists have suggested that floating the exchange rates will 
prevent the transmission of foreign inflation. Friedman (1956), Meade 
(1955), Caves (1963), Johnson (1973), and Williamson (1976) support that 
flexible exchange rates should insulate an economy from external 
shocks. 
Different countries may desire different rates of inflation and 
monetary expansion. One of the main advantages of flexible exchange 
rates is that it provides an extra degree of freedom to a country to 
adjust its exchange rate and enough flexibility to compensate for 
changes in the price level and the country's competitive position in the 
world market. Contrary to the fixed exchange rates regime, the impact 
of any exogenous change in this case is on the exchange rates rather 
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than on the balance of payments which is always zero.s Any balance-
of-payments surplus (or deficit) of the country would be removed by 
appreciation (or depreciation) of the exchange rates. Thus, the level 
of international reserves is constant. An immediate conclusion from 
this argument of zero balance of payments is that inflation is not 
transmitted through this channel. 
The use of international reserves by monetary authorities under a 
flexible exchange rate system should be minimal because there is no 
international liquidity problem or the problem is insignificant 
(Harberler, 1977, p. 119). Yet, it is possible that international 
reserves still play an important role because it is unlikely that gov-
ernment will give up entirely the control of the exchange rate and may 
intervene the market from time to time. Williamson (1976) examines 
reserves use under floating rates and concludes that there is no evi-
dence of a decline in reserves use during the period of generalized 
floating. He then suggests that reserves use has not ceased with the 
adoption of floating rates. The study is updated and reworked by 
Ishiyama (1976) and Suss (1976) but yields opposite results. Although 
empirical evidence on reserves use under floating rate is both limited 
and ambiguous, reserves use under floating rates should be much less 
than under a fu:ed rate regime since governments have no obligation to 
keep the rate fixed. 
Exogeneity of Money Supply. Since any disturbance is to be 
5To the monetarists, freely floating rates are not 
the maintenance of balance-of-payments in the long run 
imbalance is self-correction even when exchange rate is 





absorbed by changing the exchange rates, the balance of payments is 
continuously in equilibrium. Thus, the foreign source component of the 
monetary base is fixed; that is, the demand for money can be satisfied 
by domestic credit expansion alone and thus surplus countries regain 
control over their money supplies. The nominal money supply which is 
endogenous under a fixed rate regime becomes a policy variable when 
exchange rates are flexible. Consequently, monetary authorities can 
choose their m-1n rates of monetary expansion and inflation and regain 
the control over its monetary policy.6 
Honetary consideration can play an important role in the detemlina-
tion of exchange rates. Since exchange rate is determined in the money 
market, monetary authorities can manage the exchange rates by changing 
the money supply in line with the changes in exchange rates. In the 
short run, exchanges rates and the effect of money expansion are com-
pletely dominated by the asset markets and expectations (Dornbusch, 
1976a, pp. 1168-1171). Thus, exchange rates provide a critical channel 
through which the impact of monetary policy is transmitted to aggregate 
demand. A monetary expansion would cause a disequilibrium at the 
existing exchange rate and price level. The excess supply of money thus 
causes an increase in the price level and/or depreciation of exchange 
rates so that the asset market can restore to equilibrimn. In the long 
run, this result must happen because there is no money illusion or no 
long-run price rigidity. 
During the adjustment process, an expansion of money reduces the 
rate of interest and causes an immediate overshoot in exchange rate 
6This is possible in the short run. 
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depreciation. The extent of depreciation will depend on the interest 
response of demand and the level of expectations. This is because the 
lower interest rates will lead to an anticipation of depreciation and a 
capital outflow. The capital outflow causes the spot rate to depreciate 
to the extent that the public would anticipate an exchange rate appreci-
ation that is just sufficient to offset the initial reduction in inter-
est rate. Consequently, the final equilibrium rate of exchange will end 
up somewhere in between the initial and the short-run equilibrium rate. 
The effects of monetary expansion therefore are dominated by the asset 
market and depend on the extent of capital mobility and expectations. 
However, if money supply is controlled, the exchange rate would not have 
dominated the price level (Yeager, 1976, p. 225). 
The. Operation of Inflationary Expectations 
Under a floating rate system, inflationary expectations play an 
important role because inflationary expectations create expectations in 
the . exchange rates and thus induce movement in the price level. If a 
currency is expected to depreciate, the decrease in demand for it would 
force it to depreciate because of the excess supply and thus pushes up 
prices. Since the equilibrium exchange rate is to be determined in the 
money market, the state of expectations is to be revised by examining 
the behavior of the past and future growth of the money stock. Recent 
literature emphasizing on the subject are presented by Dornbusch (1976a, 
b), Frenkel (1976b), and Mussa (1976). 
In the determination of exchange rates, expectations enter the 
analysis through interest rates. If domestic and foreign securities are 
perfect substitutes, the domestic interest rate will be equal to the 
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foreign rate. However, when expectations are introduced, the two rates 
will differ by the amount of expected rate of depreciation of the domes-
tic currency (Dornbusch, 1976a, p. 1163). In the short run, when expec-
tations are not fully adjusted, an anticipation of a change in the 
exchange rate changes the domestic interest rates. In the long run, 
when expectations are adjusted, the interest rates are not affected and 
will return to the world level. 
An inflationary expectations at home would raise the domestic 
interest rates due to the reduction in aggregate demand. The higher 
domestic interest rates induce foreign capital inflow and a trade sur-
plus results. Hence, the spot rate is lowered as a result of an 
increase in demand for domestic currency (that is, an appreciation of 
the exchange rate). However, when expectations completely dominate the 
income and liquidity effect which last only in a short period, the 
increase in interest rates will lead to an increase in spot rates. The 
initial trade balance is reversed (or depreciation of the exchange 
rates) due to the increase in aggregate demand. This analysis brings 
out the traditional possible confusion in using interest rate as an 
indicator of easy or tight monetary policy. Therefore, it is more suit-
able to interpret the high interest rate as the result of a monetary 
expansion and its ultimate effect is to increase the price level through 
a devaluation of exchange rates. 
An inflationary expectations abroad under a flexible exchange rate 
can also affect the domestic country. An increase in foreign inflation 
raises the prices of imports and thus causes a deterioration in the 
tenns of trade. The balance-of-payments surplus is increased (or defi-
cit is decreased) due to the direct increase in demand for domestic 
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goods at home and abroad. Since exchange rates are allmved to change 
freely, a surplus in the trade induces an appreciation which causes a 
net capital outflow (or decrease in inflow). Consequently, the nevl 
equilibrium is achieved at a worsened terms of trade. The deterioration 
in the terms of trade causes an increase in foreign and domestic demand 
of the domestic goods and thus puts pressure on the price level of trad-
able goods and then nontradables. The result is an increase in the 
inflation rate. 
Channels of Imported Inflation 
One of the solutions to imported inflation under a fixed rate 
regime is that flexible exchange rate can insulate an economy from 
inflation from abroad and authorities can choose their own rates of 
inflation. Turnovsky and Kasputa (1974) in discussing the case of 
imported inflation argue that, 
• a floating exchange rate tends to insulate the domestic 
economy from foreign price movements • • • • Inflation is a 
consequence of many influences, and a floating exchange rate 
merely eliminates one of these, namely, foreign effects (p. 
375). 
However, Cassas (1977) with his analysis hinging on the importance of 
exchange rates as a function of capital inflovl, maintains that even with 
a flexible rate, the foreign rate of inflation will increase the domes-
tic rate. Dornbusch (1976c) also argues that flexible exchange rates 
fail to insulate an economy from foreign inflation. Swoboda ( 1977), 
Parkin and Swoboda (1977), Classen (1976), ~~chlup (1975), and Carden 
(1976) also give emphasis on the sUbject. However, little empirical 
evidence had been done on the issue. 
Leakages Through Exchange Rates. Since the balance of payments 
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under a flexible exchange rate has been observed to be zero, any foreign 
inflation impulses to be transmitted through this channel is prohibited 
because disturbances will be absorbed by exchanges rate changes. When 
a balance of payments surplus is accumulated, the flexible rates system 
allows the exchange rates to change so that an exchange rate apprecia-
tion removes the surplus and the resulting balance of payments is zero. 
According to Laursen and Metzler (1950) and Mundell (1968, 1971), expan-
sionary monetary policy taken by one country will have deflationary 
effect on other countries. Any balance-of-payments surplus (deficit) 
accumulated at home due to a monetary expansion (contraction) from 
abroad will be removed by an appreciation (depreciation) of the exchange 
rate so that the ultimate effect is deflationary (inflationary). This 
is because when exchange rates are flexible, countries are free to 
change the rate in order to remove the surplus which increases the 
domestic money supply and inflation. Consequently, inflation is not 
imported. However, monetary authorities in practice may not allow the 
exchange rate to appreciate when the balance-of-payments is in surplus. 
Instead, they \·muld expand their own money supplies which lead to deval-
uation of the exchange rates. On the other hand, the ratchet effect is 
in effect so that prices of the countries fail to fall. Contrary to 
the argument that flexible exchange rates could insulate the economy 
from foreign stocks, two careful considerations should be given. 
First, the reactions of monetary authorities in other countries are 
important especially when they take the exchange rates or the interest 
rates as the targets of their monetary policy. On a practical level, 
·instead of letting the exchange rate appreciate, authorities may expand 
their money supply in order to prevent an appreciation of the exchange 
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rate or a rise of the interest rate so as to maintain ~heir exchange 
rates or interest rates targets. An expansion of the domestic money 
supply will cause a devaluation of the exchange rates and a rise in the 
price level. The process is encouraged because governments usually find 
inflation a convenient way of taxation and a means to reduce unemploy-
ment. Although the transmission mechansim under the balance of payments 
is blocked, yet, the leakage is through the devaluation of the exchange 
rates. Therefore, inflation is imported not directly from the balance 
of payments but through exchange rate changes. In this case, as Parkin 
and Swoboda ( 1977, p. 14) argue that "the behavior of the flexible rate 
system will in fact simulate that of a fixed-rate one." 
Second, the implication of the Mundell-Laffer ratchet effect (see 
e.g. Laffer, 1973, 1974; Wanniski, 1974, 1975) is important. The effect 
states that the impact of exchange rate changes on prices is asymmetri-
cal. A depreciation of exchange rates causes a lower price of domestic 
goods and a higher price for imported goods and thus the effect is 
inflationary. On the other hand, an appreciating country or whose cur-
rency appreciates spontaneously to the depreciation of other currencies, 
the price of its goods rises internationally; a decline of the domestic 
price level should be expected. However, this process tends to be frus-
trated due to the price rigidity in modern industrial countries so that 
the prices of imported goods fail to decline. Therefore, an apprecia-
tion does not exert an opposite effect to that of depreciation. In this 
case, even if the countries are willing to appreciate, domestic price 
levels would not decrease. Consequently, whenever exchange rate changes 
(in either direction), the world-price increases. The root cause of the 
change in exchange rates is the differences in the growth of money 
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supply from which divergent inflation rates are transmitted across coun-
tries. The problem of inflation, therefore, is still global. 
Inflationary Expecations. Inflationary expectations provide a 
second channel for impulse of inflation to be tran~1itted across coun-
tries. It has been discussed that inflationary expectations at hmne are 
important in determining exchange rates in the short run. The higher 
interest rate as a result of the inflationary expectations induces cap-
capital inflow and hence a trade surplus. Expectations from abroad 
raises the prices of imports and generates a deterioration in the tem1s 
of trade and thus increases the excess demand in domestic goods. There-
fore, regardless of the origins of expectations, the consequence is a 
rise in the domestic price level. ill1ether inflationary expectations are 
created by an expansionary monetary policy, an exogenous increase in 
foreign inflation, or a direct increase in the price of tradable goods, 
it would affect aggregate demand and capital mobility and ultimately be 
adjusted through the balance-of-payments and exchange rate changes. The 
ultimate effect of a change in exchange rate is a rise in the general 
price level. Floating the rates therefore will not prevent the trans-
mission of international inflation. 
A Short-run Adjustment Process and the 
Long-run Equilibrium 
When exchange rates are fixed, inflation is a world phenooenon; 
however, it is still a global problem when exchange rates are flexible. 
In fact, exchange rates provide a critical channel for the transmission 
of disturbances and inflation across countries. Since monetary author-
ities regain their control on monetary policy under a flexible exchange 
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rate, in the short run, they can choose their own desired rates of 
inflation. A tradeoff between inflation, output, and employment is then 
possible. 
In the long run, the world inflation rate will be different from 
the national rates of inflation. With a flexible rate system, there is 
no single world money but a number of national monies, gold, and SDRs. 
Inflation, instead of determined by the world money stock as in the case 
of a fixed rate, is determined by the weighted average of the national 
inflation rates. The relevant "closed" economy now is the national 
economy and not the world economy. A larger country will have a bigger 
impact on the world inflation rate than the smaller countries. Imported 
inflation under a flexible-rate system is therefore still possible. As 
proposed by Corden (1976), 
• since every country 
that is somewhere between 
will end up with an inflation rate 
this world rate and its own desired 
rate--and may in the long run be quite close to the former--it 
is true that the large country to some extent 'exports' its 
~ate of inflation to the others (p. 377). 
The law of one price can still be applied to a good in the world economy 




A MONETARIST MODEL OF IMPORTED INFLATION 
Hypotheses 
~der a fixed exchange rate regime, a country has to increase 
(decrease) the international reserves component of its total monetary 
base in order to finance a balance-of-payments surplus (deficit) so as 
to ease the upward (downward) pressure on its exchange rate. Therefore, 
the base as well as the money supply are endogenous, assuming incomplete 
sterilization. Inflation is imported as a result of a continual 
• .. l Iii il 
Under the flexible exchange rate regime, the country can regain its 
control over its monetary policy through the adjustment of exchange 
rates. International transmission of inflation through the balance of 
payments does not occur. Rather, the effects would show up as a change 
in exchange rates. Inflation can still be imported through exchange 
rate fluctuations. The hypothesis to be tested is that inflation is 
imported not through a direct balance-of-payments surplus but rather 
through the channels of changes in exchanges rates and expectations on 
exchange rate changes. 
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The Basic Model 
In order to examine the effects of the domestic monetary base and 
the balance of payments induced monetary base on inflation, a model is 
constructed starting with the money market where the money supply (M) is --the product of the money multiplier (m) and the monetary base. The mon-
.. ,r..r~· ~ ·-·~lfiJ>'>I:tlrfl!1!' .,.., ...... -~~~~·~ ... ~ .... ~ '~"" ~~,., .. ~~loolll"' ..;::<-+JI.,a.t ....... ~. :.iS."-"'•~'C'l:l""""",." ""g' 
~,....,..,"""',.,..,_~~-~..,...._-,.,....,._.,...,._~,.-<,."'~ .J>O,:·'.f'-'•,r;,,.~.~S".:'",,•;·-\':·# 
etary base has two components--the domestic component (D) and the inter-
national component (R). D is the sources and uses of the base and R is 
',_ ~~----~--· ---~-~·--"-"'" -· ,_,.,......--... ---~ .. -...,..,..,"'~'-·'•'••"''-"""""''- '-vo~··· ---·-- ··.-~·-···"T ~,,_,..., 
~--........,."""'"'' "'''·~-- ""~">•~ .. ..,""""~ 
in terms of international currency units whic_l:l_(i~~ converted to domestic 
·- ~ ....... ,._ ..... .-..._,...,.._.....,~,.,.._.,,_' -~~ ... _ ...... -
currency units through tb~"'' exchange. rate (e)... .J'h~ exchange rate 'is" 
~"expressed in domestic currency units in terms of a unit of foreign 
currency. 
M = m (D + eR) (1) 
The level of international . reserves (R) is determined by the follmving 
identity: 
R == R-1 + B ----·-·-· ..-~---.. "''"""• ··-~-"'"'"· (2) 
where R-1 is the level of international reserves of last period and B is 
the balance-of-payments surplus; that is B is defined as a change in R. 
The demand for money (L) ,is assumed to be a €.t~b-~ function of the 
---·--·~·-··4- ~ 
general price level (P), real· income (y), and the nominal interest rate 
(r); that is, 
L = L (P, y, r) 
+ + 
(3) 
The sign underneath each variable represents the sign for the partial 
derivative. Assuming no money illusion, the demand function is homogen-
ous of degree one in prices, 
L = P L(y, r) (4) 
Equilibrium of the money market is indicated by the equality of 
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money supply and money demand. 
P L(y, r) - m(D + eR) = 0 (5) 
Therefore, excess supply of money (ESm) is expressed as 
Esm = m(D + eR) - P L(y, r) (6) 
In detennining the rate of inflation, the monetarist extreme view 
considers that there are only two determinants affecting the rate of 
price changes; namely, the rate of change of excess supply of money 
(Esm) and inflationary expectations of the public (pe). Therefore, the 
ES P 
price adjustment equation is 
P = p(Esm, !e) 
P ES P 
(7) 
+ + 
where the dot (.) indicates the tim~ rate of change.·· 
From this basic model, two sub-models can be developed with each 
corresponding to different exchange rate period--fixed and flexible. 
Model A--Fixed Exchange Rate System 
Under a fixed exchange rate system, e can be considered as exogen-
ous. The interest rate is assumed to be the sum of the permanent real 
rate (i*) and anticipated rate of inflation. Besides, following 
Friedman (1970b), the nominal rate is also determined by the rate that 
is expected to prevail in the long run (r*). 
r = i* + pe 
p 
r* (8) 
From equation (6), the excess supply of money is derived from the 
money market equation and is determined by the rate of change of real 
income and the rates of change of monetary base. Therefore, 
Es(y, D, R = y D R) 
+ 0 + 
The money multiplier (m) is assumed to be constant for simplicity. 
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(9) 
Following the monetarist approach (Rutledge, 1976), the rate of 
price expectations is assumed to be based on the past rates of inflation 
and the past rates of change of money supply. 
where t = 1, 2, • • • , n. 
pe 
p 
Substituting equations (9) and (10) into (6), equation (11) is 
p 
P ex.' .Q_, _g_, p M p= D R P_t M_t) y 
+ 0 + + + 
A linear version of equation (11) is 
p ao + a1 y_+ a2 D+ a3 R + a4 R. + as M - = p y D R P-t M_t 




Coefficients a1, az, a3 are the real income growth effect, domestic mon-
etary base effect, and balance-of-payraents effect respectively. 
as are the expectations effects. The expected signs of the estimated 
parameters are positive except a1 which is to be negative and az to be 
zero. The length of t is determined empirically. 
' 
The grmvth of real income causes an increase in the demand for 
real, and therefore, nominal money balances. The increase in the demand 
for money implies that there is a reduction in the excess . supply of 
money which in turn decreases the price level. As a result, the growth 
of real income decreases the price level through a decrease in the 
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excess supply of money. The result therefore is deflationary; that is, 
The sign for the domestic monetary base effect (az) is zero because 
an expansion of the domestic base affects the world inflation rate to 
the extent that it affects the world money supply. By the small country 
assumption, D does not affect world money supply; increase in D will be 
offset by a decrease in R. Therefore, the effect leaks through inter-
national reserves changes. Nevertheless, the sign will be positive if 
the domestic monetary credit expansion can affect the world money supply 
significantly. Since each country is assumed to be small, the sign is 
likely zero. 
vfuen the equilibrium in the money market is disturbed by changes 
such as in the monetary base, the equilibrating factor is a change in 
international reserves (R). The disequilibrium is reflected by a sur-
plus or deficit in the balance of payments. A change in R is from the 
balance of payments. An increase in R implies a surplus which raises 
the domestic price level due to the excess supply of money. Therefore, 
a3 is expected to be positive. 
Coefficients a4 and as are the expectations effects. People adjust 
their anticipations of the current price level according to the past 
rates of price changes and the money supply. The higher the past rates 
of changes, the higher is the expected current inflation rate. There-
fore, the coefficients are expected to carry positive signs. 
Effects of Devaluation. To examine the effects of devaluation on 
the price level under a fixed exchange rate regime, the exchange rate 
can be included as a variable to be tested. Equation (12) can be 




All coefficients are expected to carry the same expected sign as pre-
viously discussed. ' a6 represents the effect of devaluation and is 
expected to be positive. 
An increase in the rate of change in exchange rate, that is, an 
a-cceleration in the rise of the price of foreign currency raises the 
·prices of tradable and nontradable goods. This general price increase 
also increases the demand for nominal money balances. If the increase 
in demand for money is not satisfied by domestic credit expansion, 
inflow of international reserves results and the consequence is a bal-
ance of payment surplus. Therefore, excessive devaluation brings in 
foreign money which increases the money supply. The ultimate effect is 
an increase in the price level. Devaluation is said to be inflationary; 
' that is, a6 is positive. 
Model·B--Flexible Exchange Rate System 
When the exchange rate is flexible, the price level of a country 
will be determined by the purchasing-power-parity condition such that 
(14) 
where pW is the price level and the flexible exchange rate (e) is a var-
iable in this case. 
Inflationary expectations in terms of exchange rate expectations 
can enter through the interest rate. The domestic interest rate (r) is 
assumed to be the swn of the \vorld interest rate (i*) and the expected 




Fi["gnJ. ~m,.gq:igp ( t1), the excess supply of money is derived from the 
money ma:J:).<et: equat:ion and is detennined by the rates of change of real 
income, 9t m()netCJ.ry base, and of the exchange rates. 
= ES(y, D, ~' ~) 
y D R e 
0 0 + 
The money ~ultip!~er ls assumed to be constant. 
(16) 
Exp~:<;J:ations aFt; assumed to be based on the expectations of 
exchange rate gepru~.:iation. For simplicity, the expected rate of 
exchange rate deprecl.:ttion is assumed to depend upon the past infonna-
tion on the rat:~~ pf exchange rate changes. Nevertheless, this may not 
be the o~~y specificHtion. Carrying the idea from the fixed rate model 
and. to pbtain a parilllel treatment for the comparison of the results 
between t:he t:wo difft\rent exchange rates periods, infaltionary expecta-
tions can be ?ssumed to base on past rates of inflation and money sup-
ply; that is, equation (13) is used for empirical testing for the flex-
ible exchange rat:e pd riod. If the expected rate of depreciation depends 
on past rates of exch:.\nge rate changes, then 





Substituting equations (16) and (17) into (7) yields 
p P(y, l2_, R, ~' e ) = -p y D R e e-t 
+ 0 0 + + 
A linearized ve t'!"i ion of this equation can be presented 
p = t~o + al x_+ a2 D + a3 R+ a4 e + as e 






Coefficients aJ, a,2, a3~ a4, and as represent the real income growth 
effect:, domestic monetary base effect, balance-of-payments effect, 
~~~hange rate depreciation ~ffect, and expectational effect respec-
t,iveJ_y_. 
_a 1 is negative, the argument being the same as in the fixed rate 
modeJ_. 
-'J_"he argument for a,2 to be zero is similar to the case for fixed 
e;xchange rates. 'J'he dome_stj__c monetary base would not affect the econ-
vmy directly but only indirectly. In the case of flexible rates, it 
w,iJ_J_ exert its effect through the exchange rates rather than through the 
balance of payments. Ex~hange rates are assumed to be predetermined by 
the money supply. Therefore, any effect of the base on the price level 
is to be expressed by ~xchange rate changes so that the sign is zero. 
Since any balance-of-payments surplus or deficit is to be removed 
by exchange rate changes and the use of international reserves is con-
~tant or significant, a3 is expected to carry a zero coefficient in this 
~ase~ An important implication of this coefficient is that inflation 
is not to be imported through the balance-of-payments channel. 
Both a4 and as are expected to carry positive signs. Any disturb-
ance regardless of the origin is reflected through exchange rates 
depreciation or appreciation and expectations. The more the exchange 
rates actually depreciate and the more people expect them to depreciate, 
the higher the price will rise. The significance of these two coeffi-
~ients would indicate that international inflation can still be trans-
mitted to other countries even if exchange rates are flexible. 
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Methodology 
Period for Testing 
Due to the crises of the monetary system and the involuntary float-
ing of countries in the world at the end of 1971, a period of eleven 
years from 1961 to 1971 is chosen to study countries which maintained a 
fixed exchange rate with the U.S. dollars. The flexible exchange rate 
period includes a period of six years from 1972 through 1977 during 
which selected countries adopted a generalized floating policy. 
Sources of Data 
Annual data for different countries were obtained from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics and United 
Nations, Statistical Yearbook. Selection of countries depended in part 
upon the availability of data. A total of 39 countries satisfying the 
small country assumption were selected for the study (Appendix A). 
Because the United States is the main supplier of international 
reserves, it is excluded from the study. 
The rate of inflation was taken as measured by the consumer price 
index and real income (y) was obtained by nominal GDP deflated by the 
consumer price index. The domestic monetary base (D) is the reserve 
money in the Central Bank. It represents the liabilities of the mone-
tary authorities in the form of currency and demand deposits. The for-
eign monetary base (R) is the international reserves in each country and 
is defined as the sum of foreign exchange, gold, SDRs, and reserves 
position in the Fund. The level of money supply (M) is measured accord-
ing to the H1 definition of money which is the sum of currency and 
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demand deposits held by the public. Exchange rates (e) are expressed as 
the price of the dollar; that is, the amount of domestic currency for 
one unit of foreign currency. 
change form. 
Statistical Nethods 
All variables are expressed in rates of 
From the model developed, equations (12), (13), and (19) are the 
three equations to be estimated. Due to the limited number of years 
relevant to each sub-period for the fixed and flexible exchange rates, 
the method of pooling of time-series and cross-section is to be per-
formed. Appendix B discusses the mathematical derivations of different 
methods of pooling. 
Ordinary Least Squares Regression. The simplest method of pooling 
is to perform an ordinary least squares regression on the entire data 
set for a single equation by using both country cross-section and time-
series data. The assumptions are that there is no correlation among the 
country units, no autocorrelation, and no heteroskedasticity. However, 
the difficulty from pooling of data is the lack of information of the 
disturbance term. The disturbance term may include information on the 
effects of serial correlation, cross-section disturbances, and a combin-
ation of both. 
Further, problems also arise when ordinary least squares regression 
is performed on equations (12) and (13). 
(1) The model is interdependent in the sense that it is based on 
simultaneous equations. Since international reserves (R) is endogenous,· 
a regression using an endogenous variable as independent variable yields 
biased and inconsistent estimates--the classical Haavelmo problem 
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(Maddala, 1977, p. 249). 
(2) Each equation contains lagged dependent variables (p ) 
p as 
-t 
explanatory variables. Lagged dependent variables are stochastic vari-
ables and are most likely correlated with the disturbance term.1 
According to the assumptions of classical linear regression model, 
explanatory variables should be nonstochastic. Therefore, using lagged 
dependent variables as explanatory variables in ordinary least squares 
regression yields biased and inconsistent estimates. 
In dealing with the problem of estimating a sunultaneous equation 
models with endogenous and lagged dependent variables, a simple and con-
venient method to get consistent estimates is by using instrumental var-
iables technique. Fair (1970, 1972) suggests that a general technique 
that can be followed is of treating all endogenous and lagged endogenous 
variables as endogenous variables and to estimate the equation by 
instrumental variables. As long as only exogenous and lagged exogenous 
variables are chosen as instruments, the regression yields consistent 
estimation. The choice of the instrumental variables is arbitrary and 
is only limited by the requirement that the instruments are exogenous 
and are not correlated with the disturbance but are highly correlated 
with the variable to be replaced. However, it has to be recognized that 
estimation by using the method of instrumental variables loses the prop-
erty of efficiency since the asympototic varian~e may not be the small-
est because it depends upon the instruments chosen. 
!Lagged dependent variable poses a serious problem 
the use of the variance component model. For detail 
Maddala (1971). 




truncanted two stage least squares can be used for consistent 
estimation.2 
(3) In estimation with cross-section data, heteroskedasticity is 
often encountered. The presence of heteroskedasticity yields unbiased 
but inefficient parameter estimates and biased variances. 
Two remedies are suggested to reduce the heteroskedasticity: (a) 
express the variables in logs and (b) deflate all variables by some 
measure of "size" (Maddala, 1977, p. 265). Since the variables are 
expressed in rates of change form, the problem may be taken account of. 
However, the problem may not be removed. In that case, ordinary least 
squares regression also yields undesirable results. 
Covariance Model. The use of ordinary least squares regression has 
the shortcomings that it assumes a constant intercept and hence does not 
consider the changing effects due to the change in cross-section and 
time-series units. An obvious solution to this problem is to introduce 
dummy variables which would allow the intercept to vary over time and 
over cross-sections. Then, each time period and cross-section would be 
characterized by its own intercept. In general, the covariance model 
for the three equations to be estimated can be expressed as follows: 
K 
p = ao + Ia.k2kit + 
pit k=l 
where C l for ith country 
0 otherwise 
N 
LSi cit + 
i=l 
T 
LYtTit + Eit 
t=l 
i = 2, 3, ••• , N 
(15) 
2The method is to choose a subset of the exogenous variables 
included in the regression equation and other predetermined variables 
excluded from the equation as instruments. The predicted values on the 
endogenous and lagged dependent variables are obtained and used as 
explanatory variables in the second stage of the regression. 
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and T = 1 for tth time period t = 2, 3, ••• , T 
= 0 otherwise 
Zkit is the set of explanatory variables in each equation and Eit is the 
disturbance term where i = 1, 2, ••• , N; t = 1, 2, ••• , T. 
and Yt are the parameters and K represents the number of independent 
variables in that particular equation. 
However, there are several problems in using the covariance model. 
The use of dummy variables is to adjust for important information by 
eliminating a major portion of the unexplained variation. But in fact, 
it does not provide any more information because coefficients of dummy 
variables are difficult to interpret economically. Besides, the method 
of dummy variables for each time and cross-section units consumes con-
siderable degrees of freedom and thus may decrease the statistical power 
of the model (Maddala, 1971; Balestra and Nerlove, 1966). 
Error Component Model. An alternative method of pooling is the 
error (random) component model which is an improvement over the covari-
ance model in the sense that it extracts the information which is not 
provided by the dummy variables through the disturbance term. Instead 
of estimating Si parameters for the cross-section units and Yt para-
meters for the time units, the error components model estimates only two 
parameters--the variances of the random variables for cross-section (Ui) 
and for time (Vt)• Therefore, a substantial number of degrees of free-
dom is conserved. 
Consider the model 
K 
ao + Iak2kit + Eit 
k=l 
(21) 
where ak, Zkit' and eit are defined in (20) 
and Ui is the cross-section error component 
Vt is the time-series error component 
Wit is the combined error component 
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This model assmJes that the error components are neither correlated 
with each other nor autocorrelated. In fact, this may not be the only 
specification. Balestra and Nerlove (1966) note that the assoo1ption 
that the cross-section random components are independent among them-
selves may not be true. Besides, Nerlove (1971) also argues that it 
will be more realistic to allow for serial correlation for the same 
individual because the assumption that the random time effect persists 
for all time periods is too rigid. One would expect that disturbance 
from the time-series data may be autoregressive. 
Cross-sectionally Correlated and Time-wise Autoregressive Model. 
An alternative model suggested by Parks (1967) and Kmenta (1971) incor-
porates both contemporaneous correlation among individual units for the 
cross-section observations and serial correlation or the time-series 
observations. In cross-sectional data, the regression disturbance is 
usually mutually dependent among each cross-section units as well as 
heteroskedastic. By adopting the idea of Zellner (1962) of seemingly 
unrelated model, infot~ation on the residuals for one cross-section unit 
can be obtained from (or correlated with) another unit. Therefore, 
mutual correlation between individual units is allowed. The problem of 
heteroskedasticity is also built into the model. Further, the disturb-
ance resulted from time is assumed to be generated by a stationary first 
order autoregressive process. In general, the model to be estimated is 
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K 





The variables in (22) are as defined and crii and crij are the variances. 
Pi ,is the first order autocorrelation coefficient and uit is the white 
noise. 
Each of the five different techniques of pooling is applied to the 
two equations (12) and (13) and the results are reported and compared. 
Besides, four different regression methods except the instrumental vari-
ables method are applied to equation ( 19). The method of instrumental 
variables estimation is excluded because the equation does not contain 
endogenous or lagged dependent variables so that within the framework of 
the classical linear regression model, ordinary least squares regression 
is sufficient. 
CHAPTER V 
THE EHPIRICAL RESULTS 
Fixed Exchange Rates Period (1961-1971) 
Ordinary least squares regression is performed on equation ( 12) and 
the pooled result for the 39 countries is reported in Table I. It is 
found that lagged inflation rate and money supply can affect signifi-
cantly the present rate of inflation up to two periods and one period 
respectively. The regression result shows that the R2 (goodness-of-fit) 
is high and all estimated parameters carry the expected signs and are 
highly significant except the coefficient for the domestic credit which 
is not significantly different from zero. However, the equation con-
tains endogenous and lagged dependent variables which are correlated 
with the disturbance term and thus gives inconsistent estimations. 
Therefore, exogenous variables are chosen and the predicted values gen-
erated are used as instruments.! Hence, consistent estimation is 
. 
1For the endogenous variable ~· exogenous variables included in the 
equations chosen are the rates of change of real income, domestic 
credit, past level of money supply and exogenous variables excluded from 
the model chosen are the rates of change of exchange rates (and exchange 
rate lag one period), foreign exchange (and foreign exchange lag one 
period), foreign asset (and foreign asset lag one period), and time. 
For the lagged dependent variable of rate of inflation, exogenous. 
variables included in the equation chosen are the rates of change of 
real income and domestic credit. Exogenous variables excluded from the 
model chosen are rates of change of exchange rates, government expendi-




EFFECTS ON INFLATION- FIXED EXCHANGE RATES (1961-1971) 
Dependent Variables: p 
p 
Instrumental 
OLS Variable Regression 
Intercept 0.0428*** 0.0141** 
(7.8456) (2.3602) 
y -0.8373*** -0.7619*** 
y (-13.8980) (-11.8913) 
• 
D -0.0003 0.0007 
D (-0.2712) (0.6063) 
R 0.0247*** 0 .0719*1(* 
R (4.4556) (7.2069) 
p 0.4001*** 0.3481*** 
p_1 (9.8840) (8.0726) 
p 0.1280*** 0.2103*** 
P-2 (3.5401) (5.3077) 
M 0.2719*** 0.3663*** 
M_1 (8.1171) (11.0486) 
d.f.a 305 305 
R2 0.7642 0.7299 
D.W. 0.8187 1.5588 
F 169.0230 141.0800 
2 
Syx 0.0027 0.0031 
***indicates significance at 1% level 





















aThe first 117 observations are lost due to the rate of change of 
the price level is lagged up to two periods. 
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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cbtained with the use of ordinary least squares regression. 
Each of the four methods of pooling described in Chapter III is 
applied to equations (12) and (13) of the model and the results are 
reported in Tables I, II and Tables III, IV respectively. The statisti-
cal results indicate that the results are highly significant and tend to 
support the theoretical propositions and hypotheses. With different 
methods of pooling, the results obtained by various methods show that 
about 76% (with adjusted R~ range from 0.7403 to 0.7783) of the infla-
tion rate is explained by the model. The percentage is obtained by 
taking an average of all the R2 from the pooled regression results. 
To test for serial correlation for residual of each equation, the 
Durbin-~iatson statistics are used. However, the Durbin-IJa tson statis-
tics obtained from equations (12) and (13) are irrelevant for the test 
because both equations contain lagged dependent variables. When instru-
mental variables are used instead of the lagged dependent variables, the 
test can be applied. The Durbin-Ha tson is calculated by ordering the 
observations by countries and by years within each country. It tests 
the differences in residuals among countries and serial correlation of 
residuals within each country. Since the statistics obtained from the 
instrumental variables regressions from Tables I and III are signifi-
cantly from two, serial correlation of the residuals within countries 
exists.2 The use of dummy variables in the covariance model removes the 
residuals among countries which could bias the Durbin-Hatson to differ 
from two. However, the Durbin-Ha tson statistics are also different from 
2Because the significance levels ·of the Durbin-Watson statistics 
have not been developed for pooled regressions, the criterion is based 
on the significance levels for time-series regressions. 
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TABLE II 
EFFECTS ON INFLATION- FIXED EXCHANGE RATE (1961-1971) 































































aThe first 117 observations are lost due to the rate of change of 
the price level is lagged up to two periods. 
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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TABLE III 
EFFECTS ON INFLATION - FIXED EXCHANGE RATES AND DEVALUATION 
(1961-1971) 
• 
Dependent Variable: p 
p 
Instrumental 
OLS Variables Regression 
Intercept 0.0431*** 0.01768*** 
(8.0833) (2.9696) 
y -0.8267*** -0.7550*** 
y (-14.0224) (-12.0207) 
D -0.0002 0.0004 
D (-0.2426) (0.3879) 
R 0.0164*** 0.0442*** 
R (2.8164) (3.5558) 
·P 0.3831*** 0.3458*** 
p_l (9.6228) (8.1775) 
p 0.1057*** 0.1997*** 
p_2 (2.9522) (5.1249) 
M 0.2741*** 0.3603*** 
M_1 (8.3707) (11.0654) 
e 0.0705*** 0.0802*** -e (3.8989) (3.6256) 
d.f~a 304 304 
R2 o. 7747 0.7403 
D.\l. 0.6417 1.6426 
F 153.7950 127.6200 
~X 0.0114 0.0030 
***indicates significance at 1% level 























aThe first 117 observations are lost due to the rate of change of 
the price level is lagged up to two periods. 
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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TABLE IV 
EFFECTS ON INFLATION - FIXED EXCHANGE RATES AND DEVALUATION 
(1961-1971) 

































































TABLE IV (Continued) 











***indicates significance at 1% level 
**indicates significance at 5% level 





aThe first 117 observations are lost due to the rate of change of 
the price level is lagged up to two periods. 
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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two indicating that serial correlation is present. Therefore, in choos-
ing a more appropriate model, the cross-sectionally correlated and time-
wise autoregressive model is more desirable. Following this model, the 
effects of different variables on inflation are discussed as follows.3 
Out of the explained portion of the inflation rate, real income is 
important in decreasing the rate of inflation. According to the result, 
a 1% increase in the rate of growth of real income decreases the infla-
tion rate by about 0.81% 
The coefficients of the domestic credit expansion is not signifi-
cantly different from zero. This shows that the rate of domestic credit 
expansion does not affect directly the rate of inflation in the country 
which generates the domestic monetary expansion. 
To the issue of imported inflation, the significance of the esti-
mated parameters for the rate of growth of international reserves shows 
that inflation can be imported through the channel of balance of pay-
ments. The statistical result indicates that for every percent increase 
in the rate of international reserves accumulation, the consequence is 
an increase in the rate of inflation by· about 0. 04%. 
In all the pooled regression results, inflationary expectations in 
terms of rates of change of past levels of inflation and of money supply 
are important. The coefficients of the past rates of inflation and of 
the money supply indicate that expectations based on the past rates of 
inflation explain about 62% of the present rate of inflation with a 
majority of the adjustment taken up by the first year while the lagged 
money supply contributes another 32%. Therefore, an increase in the . 
3The estimates are calculated by taking an average of the coeffi-
cient of the two regression equations. 
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rate of expectations causes an almost proportionate increase (94%) in 
the present rate of inflation. An implication of the proportionate 
increase as a result of inflationary expectations is that there may 
exist no tradeoff between inflation and unemployment in the long run. 
Another implication that follows is that any monetary or fiscal policy 
aiming at reducing inflation would fail because of the expectational 
effects. 
Devaluation in the fixed rate era affects the rate of inflation. 
The expected positive sign is obtained and is consistent for all the 
pooled regression results. The significant result supports the propo-
sition that devaluation is inflationary. From the estimates recorded in 
Tables III and IV, it shows that a 1% increase in the rate of devalua-
tion on average increases the rate of inflation by 0.1285%. 
Flexible Exchange Rates Period (1972-1977) 
Tables V and VI present the results of the four different pooled 
regressions on equation (19) for the 39 countries when generalized 
floating is in effect. All the estimated coefficients carry the 
expected signs and are highly significant except the coefficients for 
domestic credit and international reserves. Besides, the regression 
2 equations have high Rs and the fits are good. By using ordinary least 
squares regression, 98.92% of the inflation is explained by the explana-
tory variables in the model. With the inclusion of dummy variables, 
99.28% of the inflation is explained. 
The Durbin-Hatson is calculated by ordering the observations by 
countries and by years \vi thin each country. From ordinary least squares 
regression, the Durbin-Watson is significantly close to two suggesting 
TABLE V 
EFFECTS ON INFLATION - FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES 
(19 7 2-1 9 77) 
Dependent Variable: p 
p 
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OLS Covariance Model 
Intercept 0.1418*** 0.1149*** 
(19.9888) (3.2634) 
• 
y -0.4342*** -0.5145*** 
y (-10.2710) (-12.4615) 
D -0.0007 0.0002 
D (-0.9948) (0.3659) 
R -0.0111 0.0085 
R (-0.9192) (0. 7773) 
e 0.2432*** 0.1910*** -
e (14.6403) (11.5852) 
e 0.1489*** 0.1859*** -e_1 (5.0429) (6.4329) 
e 0.8009*** 0.7668*** -
e-2 (55.4971) (57.2368) 
e 0.1375***. 0.2056*** -e_3 (3.0038) (4.5480) 
e 0.0964*** 0.0582*** -e_4 (5.7024) (3.6223) 
d.f. 225 182 
R2 0.9892 0.9928 
D.W. 1. 7061 2.2173 
F 2678.6800 634.7100 
2 
Syx 0.0094 0.0062 
***indicates significance at 1% level 

















































































***indicates significance at 1% level 
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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that serial correlation is absent. By using the covariance model, the 
residuals among countries are removed and there exists no serial corre-
lation. However, the use of dummy variables uses up a substantial num-
her of degrees of freedom. The error component model is thus preferred 
by its property of conserving the degrees of freedom. According to the 
error component model, the effects of different variables on inflation 
are discussed below. 
The growth of real income is also j~portant in decreasing the rate 
of inflation although the effect is not as significant as during the 
fixed exchange rates period. However, the estimated parameters are 
highly significant and carry the expected negative sign. It is found 
that a 1% increase in the growth rate of real income decreases the rate 
of inflation by 0.485%. 
The estimated coefficients from the pooled regressions for both 
domestic credit expansion and international reserves are not signifi-
cantly different from zero. This indicates that during the period of 
flexible exchange rates, the two variables do not influence the rate of 
inflation. This is the result expected because changes in the rate of 
domestic credit do not affect the rate of inflation directly but will 
affect it through the changes in exchange rates. It is also argued that 
flexible exchange rates would block the balance-of-payments channel for 
imported inflation. The result tends to support the hypothesis that 
reserves use during the period of flexible rates is constant and thus 
inflation is not imported through this route. 
Although inflation is not to be imported through the balance of 
payments, the effect is absorbed by the flexible exchange rate. Infla-
tion is thus transmitted through exchange rate changes. The significant 
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coefficients with expected positive sign for the rates of change in 
exchange rates indicate that a 1% change leads to a 0.2212% increase in 
the rate of inflation. 
Furthermore, inflation can also be transmitted through expectations 
on exchange rate changes. The statistical results show that expecta-
tions via exchange rates are crucial in affecting the rate of inflation. 
Lagged exchange rate changes can affect inflation up to four periods 
and the influence is greatest with a lag of two periods. A 1% increase 
in the rate of change in exchange rate lagged two periods alone 
increases the rate of inflation by 0.78%. The overall effect of 
exchange rate expectations is a more than proportionate increase in the 
inflation rate--1% change leads to a 1.23% increase in the rate of 
inflation. Therefore, flexible exchange rates have not stopped the 
international transmission of inflation. 
Inflationary expectations in terms of exchange rate expectations 
may not be the only specification. In order to obtain a parallel con-
sideration for the comparison with the fixed rate period, equation (13) 
is applied to the period of flexible rates. In this case, inflationary 
expectations are considered to depend upon past rates of inflation and 
of money supply. The statistical result obtained shows that variables 
representing expectations by using past rates of money supply are not 
significant. Besides, the R2 is comparatively much lower than those 
obtained by using equation (19) which has a R2 of 0.9892. This shmJs 
that equation (19) is a more appropriate model in explaining the rate of 
inflation under a period of floating rates; and the results obtained 
from this model are used and emphasized for further analysis. 
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Analysis of Results 
economic case of small open economy, Hhether inflation can be imported 
into 
inflationary impulses are transmitted in Under the case -of a fixed exchange rate regime, the nonetary approach to balance of 
payments postulates that in order to finance a balance-of-payments sur-
\ 
plus which exerts an upuard pressure on the exchange rates, the country \ 
\ 
has to buy international reserves and thus increases the money supply ) 
and then the price level. The significance of the estimated coefficient( 
for international reserves (R) tends to support the above postulate that\ 
\ 
inflation can be transmitted into a small open economy through a \ 
I 
balance-of-payments surplus. Thus, the fixity of exchange rates ensures J 
that the balance of payments to serve as one of the main channels for / 
inflation to be imporr Under the case of flexible rates, the mon.j 
tar:r approach predicts that the balance of payments is in equilibrium 
because any disturbances are eliminated by exchange rate changes. Con-
sequently, the rate of change in the use of international reserves is 
constant; that is the balance of payments is zero. Regardless of the 
methods of estimation, the estimated coefficient for international 
reserves (R) is not significantly different from zero. The result sup-
ports the hypothesis that when exchange rates are flexible, interna-
tional transmission of inflation through the balance-of-payments channel 
is impossible. On the other hand, the significance of the estimated 
coefficient for exchange rate changes suggests that exchange rate 
changes absorb the external disturbances and serve as a channel for the 
transmission of international inflation. Consequently, the argwnent 
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that flexible exchange rates can insulate an economy from the trans-
mission of inflationary impulses from abroad is not supported. 
~lationary expectations are suggested to be another channel for 
the transmission of foreign inflationary impulses. When exchange rates 
are fixed, inflationary expectations are revised through past rates of 
inflation and of 
that an increase 
money supp~The result of the empirical study shows 
in the rate of inflationary expectation would lead to 
an almost proportionate increase in the 
exchange rates are flexible, inflationary 
rate of inflatyWhen 
expectations are revised 
through expectations on the past rates of exchange rate changes. The 
result obtained is that an increase in the rate of inflationary expecta-
tions would lead to a more than proportionate increase in the present 
rate of inflation. An important implication that can be derived from 
these results is that in the long run, there exists no tradeoff between 
inflation and unemployment. Any governmental policy aiming at reducing 
inflation at the expense of employment would not succeed. International 
inflationary impulses are still transmitted across countries regardless 
of the exchange rates regimes. 
Under both fixed and flexible exchange rates, a domes1ic cregJj:_ 
expansion would affect the rate......Qi .•. iufl a,tjQJl~.1.f; _____ ,the 
---------·-~-----·-·---~~---.,__.,.,-, .. ,,..,. .... ..., ____ , ___ .... ""'"""' ~-~ 
exchange rates are fixed, an increase in the dom~t;J.c.....m~y........b.a.s..e-(Jl.L ___________ .... _ .... _____ ,.._ . . 
is offset b;x_a~ op~~Jll2Y.~!'!.E~llt ilJ.. th~ ,;1ntenJ.~J;igDaL u:~~.r.Y.,~,H?_,J,.Jil, !3£..,. 
that the effect 1!3ks_ th:r;~ugh the chaogeJ2 in intt;E.q,~t .. io,n~ If 
the exchange rates are flexible, the balance of payments is in equi_li-
brium and the effect leaks through exchange rate changes. The insignif-
icant estimated coefficient obtained for domestic monetary base from 
various methods of pooling suggests that the rate of inflation is not 
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affected directly by changing the domestic monetary base. 
~conclusion that can be drawn from the above empirical test is 
that regardless of the exchange rate regime, imported inflation is pos-
sible except that the channels of transmission are different. However, 
whatever the channels of transmission, money plays a critical role in 
the process in affecting the rate of inflat~ 
~parable empirical results obtained from other studies also sup-
port that inflation can be transmitted from one country to another. 
Courchene and Singh (1976) test the hypothesis that an increase in the 
balance-of-payments surplus (i.e. an increase in international reserves) 
has three main sources; namely, an increase in the excess demand for 
real money balances in the country itself, a decrease in the excess 
demand for real balances in the world, and/ or an increase in the \Wrld 
reserves. Parkins ( 1977) utilizes the "monetarist" approach by testing 
that excess demand and inflationary expectations play important roles in 
affecting inflation. These positive results lead to the conclusion that 
inflation is transmitted across countries and in the long run, there 
exists no tradeoff between inflation and output. However, the results 
mainly apply to the fixed exchange rate perio~Brunner and Meltzer 
( 1977) provide the evidence that the operations of monetary and external 
impulses are important in affecting inflation. Jain (1980) mainly con-
cerns with the problem of world money supply, also supports that infla-
tion can be transmitted internationally and there exists no long run 
/ 
inflation and output tradeoff. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
Principal Purpose 
The main purpose of the thesis is to investigate the relevancy of 
the issue of imported inflation for a small open economy under 
--------•N•~•~--~w;~.-M•~•~--~-~•~u~w_wm~-.-·~~~·~--~-~~~~-~~"~'~'~-~~~a·~~•~~~-
both a 
fixed and flexibl~~£hgwg.e.-Ji"-&E-e··......-gystenr;--·······Ttre-··-·--:i:n-ter.e.sL is .. to test ---whet~tion can be imported into a country when exchange rates are 
~------_...,... ............ ____ _......,_,, . .,.,.,...,__,.,.,. . ....,, ... ~.---.... "'·---~~--- .......... '"~·--·----~~--.-~--.~~------ .. 
f~ and subsequently, whether flexible rates can insulate a country 
from external shocks and ban importation of inflation. The literature 
on the issue of imported inflation is mixed and controversial. Under a 
f ~~-~_::_:,:[~~.:~.~ .. --~.h.~2E-~!.!.f"S1-l .... ±:gJz1!l.ts." .. indJ.<;;.c!.t~ .......... S.h~t,J,llf.L~!ki!.,.._.. 
can be imported into an open economy through the l:l?l.<!.nfg, of ... P~X,Tents and 
- .__..........-..... -.. .... ~.""""--~~""'··~~-·'-·.. • • • • -"'< .,... ....... ,., .._, ....... -.~-~-""'""""·'..,."-'" 
inflationary expectations channels. T~erefore, floating of the exchange 
rate is proposed as a solution to insulate the country from external 
disturbances. On the other hand, it is also argued that floating the 
rate does not ban the international transmission of inflation. Never-
theless, empirical evidence on the issue is very limited. Therefore, it 
is also of much interest to test the issue empirically in order to shed 
some light on the issue. 
Main Results 
The empirical results from this study maintain that in a world~ .. 
fixed exchange rates, inflation is linported through the channels of a/ 
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balance-of-payments surpll,l_§ __ alJ.!L.Jn;f),ft;l,1;:ionary expectations from --........, ... home and 
abroad. The money supply is endogenous and responds to changes in 
international reserves. Any effect of a monetary policy is offset by 
international reserves flows. Further, the presence of inflationary 
expectations in terms of past rates of inflation and of money supply 
indicates that there is no tradeoff between inflation and unemployment. 
Any monetary policy adopted by the government to reduce inflation at the 
expense of employment will not succ~ 
Contrary to the argument that floating exchange rates can insulate 
this study _3uggests that international transmission _of inUat:jon ~ 
_ _.t,..m..,d .... e;;wr.._b!:::o~t!!h--..=f.=i~x:,:;.e;.:;c)_!..-_~nd fl exi b 1 e exchange rates regimes. Floating the 
rates has not prevented the international transmission of inflation. 
Instead of transmitting the inflationary impulses through the balance of 
payments, the mechanisms for transmission under flexible rates are the 
changes in exchange rates and the expectations on exchange rate changes. 
It 'is impossible to tell a priori which exchange rate system is more 
conducive to world inflation. Further, inflationary expectations play 
an important role when exchange rates are flexible. The more than pro-
portionate increase in the rate of inflation as a result to a change in 
exchange rates expectations indicates that expectations are crucial in 
affecting inflation. ~e monetary authorities can regain their control 
over the money supply in the short run. In the long run, there exists no 
tradeoff between inflation and unemployme7" 
Implications 
According to Corden (1976), the answer to the question of which 
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exchange rate system is more conducive to world inflation depends on 
whether the country is inflation-prone or inflation-shy (Corden, 1976, 
P• 381). An inflation-prone country, that is a country that chooses to 
have a higher inflation rate than the average world rate under a flex-
ible exchange rate system, finds the flexible rate regime less infla-
tionary. On the other hand, an inflation-shy country, one which chooses 
to have a lmv-er rate than the world rate, would find the flexible 
exchange rate system more inflationary. This is because each country's 
actual inflation rate is somewhere between the world rate and its own 
desired rate. Consequently, inflation-prone countries have a lower than 
desired inflation rate under a flexible exchange rate system and the 
reverse is true for the inflation-shy countries. 
of an exchange rate system is important. 
The Choice of an Exchange Rate System 
Therefore, the choice 
The choice of an appropriate exchange rate regime is important to a 
country because it affects economic activities through the conduct of 
domestic and international economic policies. Nevertheless, the choice 
of an exchange rate system is not simple and it depends upon the econ-
omic characteristics of each country. Heller (1978) suggests that there 
are five main criteria for the choice of the exchange rate--the size of 
a country, degree of openness, degree of capital mobility, trade pat-
tern, and divergence of inflation rates. Corden (1976) emphasizes that 
one's view towards goverm.'l.ent policy is important. If a maximum freedom 
for the government to exercise its economic policy is desired, a flex-
ible exchange rate is best. If the government is believed to have an 
excessive deflationary bias (inflationary bias), then inflation-prone 
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countries should adopt a flexible exchange rates (fixed rates) and 
inflation-shy countries should adopt a fixed exchange rates (flexible 
rates). The fixed exchange rates would serve as a discipline on the 
·---·----~,........,_.---,_..., .... --.~ .... -----... ~~~ .......... ,.. ..... ··-···'"- .. 
countries. Therefore, if _inf!~,t~~J1.-prone countries 
-----------.,__,,.,....,""""""''--·'''"~...,~-~---·---><"~-· "•' 
have an excessive 
'"! "'"'1:··~~--,__,,,...,_ 
·inflationary bias while the inflation-shy countries have an exces;Tv'e' 
• • - •<> ,_•.-•' '\~·.,-,"]'> 0 O, oo,M -.-,C"(,._'~'"''">•'•o" ''> ··-'-"'.·'·"·.'•..<,;<,.<r'_•1••"<_~o ... •-:o•:•J·, c;•:..-•''."~-,~~~-.,.,,,,H'""'"·•""'t.,'''-', "j~,, ,•' ~-·· '• \ 
d efla~tiQ"ua~y=~i;~~:-~~~-~-.-:~-ii~ed exchange 
•' . •" .•. ' ,_._ -"';·'·- -- ._, -~~-~-" 
rates system is more suitable 
because that will move each country in the direction it wishes. 
•''"''" ,- ~ ,._, 
Generation of World Inflation 
The answer to the question of whether flexible or fixed exchange 
rates are more conducive to world inflation is different for different 
countries. As Claassen (1976, p. 347) suggests, "Floating exchange 
rates can be more inflationary than fixed exchange rates in the same way 
as they can be less or equally inflationary." Nevertheless, evidence 
observed during the recent years especially after the floating indicates 
that unstable exchange rates are closely related with an acceleration of 
world inflation. This tends to support that a flexible rate system may 
provide a higher inflationary bias. "-Moreover, the empirical results 
-------............. -- .. . ....... ... .......... ........ ... ........ l 
from this study also support the view that inflation in a country is ·-
---·~··-·---····""'"' 
one may easily be tempted to draw a conclusion that flexible exchange 
rates are more inflationary. Yet, it is important to examine the gener-
ation and the cause of exchange rate changes and world inflation in 
order to shed sorue lights on the argument between fixed and flexible 
exchange rates. 
~uses of Imported Inflation 
~ Fixed Exchange Rate System 
Under a 
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Fixed exchange rates are said to be inflationary on the ground that 
inflation is being exported and imported from one country to another. 
Countries which can influence the world inflation somewhat can export at 
least part of the inflation to the rest of the world. Thus the main 
syrnptoms of importation of inflation are a continual balance-of-payments 
surplus, a large capital inflow, and/or an increase in the prices of 
traded relative to nontraded goods. Consequently, in response to the 
inflationary biasedness in the key currency country, the rest of world 
has to inflate along with it and the national rates of inflation con-
verge to the world rate. Therefore, it is important to examine the 
determinants of the world inflation rate. As discussed earlier in the 
paper, the world inflation rate is determined by the rate of expansion~" 
\ 
/ 
of the world money stock. Any monetary creation adds to the vmrld money ( 
stock and thus to the world inflation rate. Fixed exchange rates ensure["" 
the balance of payments as a medium for the international transmission/ 
} 
of inflation. 
Causes of Imported Inflation Under a 
Flexible Exchange Rate System 
Flexible exchange rates cannot be considered as a solution to ban 
international transmission of inflation am.ong countries. In fact, flex-
ible exchange rates ensure that the exchange rate itself is the channel 
through which international inflationary impulses are transmitted. Two 
main factors can be identified--the breakdown of monetary discipline and 
government intervention in the exchange rates market. 
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The Breakdown of Honetary Discipline. Under flexible exchange 
rates, a government has no obligation to keep a fixed exchange rate. 
Thus the government can regain control of its monetary policy. When 
exchange rates are flexible, government usually finds that monetary 
expansion is an easy way to achieve their goal of decreasing un~lploy­
ment or to deflating part of the pub lie debt, and/or to inflating away 
the effects of the recent oil price increase. 
the oil prices have increased at a rapid rate. 
Especially since 1973, 
Huge oil deficits are 
accumulated. Hi th a flexible rate system, the government can expand the 
money supply more freely in order to finance the deficit. The conse-
quence is an increase in the rate of inflation. Further, oil countries 
may attempt to increase the oil prices further and leads to more infla-
tion. In the long run, the policy of monetary expansion is self-
defeating because it would only lead to more price increase and 
inflation. Hence, money becomes both the cause and the consequence of 
inflation. Mundell ( 1976, p. 153) comments that "1'1onetary discipline is 
a sine qua non of monetary stability and monetary stability is essential 
to the survival of nontotalitarian political systeo.s." The regime of 
flexible exchange rates provides the opportunity and becomes the channel 
through which monetary instability to be transnitted from one country to 
another. 
Government Intervention in the Exchange Rates Harket. Since the 
adoption of the flexible exchange rates, the rate of inflation has not 
been reduced as expected. On the contrary, there exists a high degree 
of fluctuations in the price level and unemployment among countries in 
the world. The exchange rates system in which countries are now operat-
ing is in fact not a pure flexible type but a highly managed float. 
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There are two kinds of managed floating. If the government inter-
vention is only limited to smoothing exchange rates movements, then the 
floating will be close to free floating. However, government interven-
tion may be vigorous in aiming at an "appropriate" exchange rate or at 
an exchange-rate target, then the floating will be close to a pegged 
rate except that a fixed rate is not maintained. 
Whenever the monetary authorities want to achieve a certain 
exchange rate target or when exchange rates change in response to an 
external disturbance, government intervention in the exchange rate mar-
ket is inevitable. In order to prevent an "undesirable" exchange rates 
appreciation, expansion of money supply would cause a depreciation and 
thus the result is inflationary. Hence, money is the tool used to 
arrive at the exchange rates targets. Whatever the money supply, the 
pressure is on the exchange rate. The authorities would decide the 
extent of the pressure to be relieved by allowing exchange rates to 
change. 
A common factor which can be drawn from the determinants of 
exchange rates changes and the inflation is that money supply plays a 
crucial. role. Because of the assymmetrical effect of exchange rates on 
prices, whenever there is a change in exchange rate (depreciation or 
appreciation), the result will be an increase in the world price level. 
Depreciation of exchange rates would cause an increase in the price 
level; however, appreciation of exchange rates does not provide a down-
ward effect on the price level. tilhen there is an exchange rate 
appreciation which put a dovrmmrd pressure on prices, prices can be 
rigid downward in advanced countries and/or the monetary authorities may 
attempt to inflate away the pressure so as to reduce the pressure on 
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unemployment. Exchange rates becomes the critical channel for the 
transmission of monetary changes and money becomes both the cause and 
the result of inflation. Therefore, the responsbility of world infla-
tion mainly lies on the national monetary policy--the degrees of mane-
tary discipline and governmental intervention. Flexible exchange rates 
just happen to provide a leeway for these to occur. The regime of flex-
ible exchange rates itself is neither more nor less inflationary than 
the fixed rates. 
Policy Implication 
The conclusion on the regime of _flex~91~ ~change rates is that it 
cannot insulate an economy from external disturbances and therefore, 
,_--
countries do 
.,.'1l"<o-·-~""'""'""''~'~"'"""il'!~il"l .. ~~""AWi1111"'~~~.,.~~i'J,-~~~ .. ~~'::~~'~. 
not have purely independent national policies. Inter-
national inflationary impulses can still be transmitted across countries 
and thus governmental policies generated from one country can influence 
the decisions of the others. The pressure will be on the exchange 
rate's. The problem existing under a fixed exchange rates system is 
therefore modified rather than removed by the flexible rates. In order 
to avoid competitive depreciation and inconsistent interventions in the 
exchange rates market, altering the exchange rates system to a pure 
floating and abandoning government intervention in the exchange rate 
market are not sufficient. Traditional Keynesian stabilization policies 
that government as a stabilizer of fluctuations and equilibrium to be 
achieved by deliberate policy intervention are neither necessary nor 
effective. To restore stability and confidence in the international 
monetary system, policies should follow two main lines--monetary stabil-
ity and correction of expectations. 
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Whatever the degree of inflation, it would continue to be world-
wide. Since the acceleration of world-wide inflation from the late 
1960s, the revival of the "monetarist" doctrine has shifted the atten-
tion from domestic to international money supply. Floating exchange 
rates may reduce the interdependence of national price levels; but it 
might not make inflation much less world-wide. The problem of inter-
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METHODS OF POOLING 
Consider the basic model of the cross-section and time-series 
model 
K 
ao + I akzkit + Eit 
k=1 
(2.0.1) 
where Zkit is the set of explanatary variables in each equation and Eit 
is the disturbance term; i = 1, 2, ••• Nand t = 1, 2 ••• T. ak is the 
parameters to be estimated and K represents the number of independent 
variables in that equation. 
In matrix notation, it can be expressed as 
where 









Different specifications on the model and disturbances will lead to 
different restrictions on D. The general framework for D can be 
expressed as 
~E(<2ul E(£ 11£ 12) • • E(£11£1T) E(£11£21) • • • E(o UENTJ 
2 
• • E(£ 12£ lT) E(£ 12£ 21) E(£ 12£ u) E(£12) E(£ 12£NT) 
~' E(£1T£11) E(£1T£12) E(£ i2T) E(E1T£21) E(£ 1'f€ NT) (2.0.3) 
E(£N1£ll) E(£N1E12) • • E(£N1£1T) E(£N1E21) E(£N;qn) I 
E(£ N2£ 11) E(£ N2£ 12) • • E(£ N2£ lT) 
E(£ NT£ 11) E(£ nr£ 12) • • E(£ NJ:€ 1 T) E(ENJ:€21) 
2:" I E(£ NT) 
J 
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Ordinary Least Squares Regression 
For a classical linear normal regression model it is ass~1ed that 
the disturbance term is normally distributed with a mean zero and 
variance o2; that is 
£ ~ N(O, o2 
then, 






1: ...... OJ . . . . . . . . . 
0 ••••••• 1 
Therefore, V IT 
o2 i j, t = t' 
= 0 otherwise 
t, t I = 1, 2, ... T 
above conditions into (2.0.3), the 
o2 0 o2 0 
0 
. o2 0 o2 
o2 0 o2 0 
0 o2 0 a2 
is an identity matrix with order TxT 
Q matrix 
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Different effects of cross-section and time units are not recognized. 
The least squares estimator of a is 
aoLS (Z' v-1 Z)-1 Z' v-1 P 
= (Z' Z)-1 Z' P 
The Use of Instrumental Variables 
Since the regression models from Equations (12) and (13) contain 
endogenous and lagged dependent varibles, instrumental variables are 
chosen in order to yield consistent estimation. (2.0.2) is then 
partitioned in the following form 
P = [z1 z2J [::] + E;; (2.1.1) 
where matrix z1 contains the set of exogenous variables and Z2 the set 
of endogenous and lagged dependent variables. 
The instruments chosen for Z2 is the predicted values of Z2 (Z2) 
which is generated by a different set of exogenous variables chosen. 
The ordinary least squares regression with instrumental variables on 
(2.1.1) becomes 
The least squares estimators of a1 and a2 are 
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Covariance Model 
Cross-section and time units effects are expressed in this model by 
the use of dummy variables. (2.0.2) is expressed as 
P = Z a + D S + ~ (2.2.1) 
where D is a NTx(N+T-2) matrix for dummy variables. If D is partitioned 
into a matrix for dummy variables for countries (C) and for time (T), 
then 
P=Za+CS+Ty+~ (2.2.2) 
Then C is the matrix of order NTx0~-1) and T is of order NTx(T-1). The 
assumptions of the model are the same as in the ordinary least squares 
model; that is 
e: ~ N(O, a2) 
E(£it) = 0 
E(£it£jt') = a2 i = j, t = t' 
= 0 otherwise 
The country and time effects are captured through a change in the 
intercept term and therefore, the effects are fixed. . The degrees of 
freedom will be reduced by the number of dummy variables used (N+T-2). 
However, this model in fact still works within the framework of the 
classical linear regression model. 
The least squares with dummy variables estimator of a is 
where 
and is idempotent. 
M 
(Z' M z)-1 Z' M P 
I - D(D'D)-1D' 
With the idea of analysis of variances and 
covariances, aDVLS becomes 
-1 
A 
o.DVLS = Hzz Hzp 
where Wzz = I L(Zit - zi) 2 
i t 
and Zi and Pi are the means of Z and P, respectively. 
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Since there are different intercepts representing different 
cross-section and time units, the least squares with dummy variables 
estimators for the intercepts (ao) are 
aoi = Pi - & zi 
DVLS 
For more detail discussion derivation, see Maddala (1977, pp. 320-26). 
Error Component Model 
In the error component model, the cross-section and time effects are 
random. The unexplained variation due to these two effects are captured 
by the disturbance term. With reference to (2.0.2), 
where Ui is the cross-section error component, Vt is the time-series 
error eomponent, and Hit is the combined error component. 
Then, 
2 
Eit ~ N(O, a V) 
ui ~ N(O, 2 au) 
vt ~ N(O, 2 ov> 




E(UiVt) E(UiWit) E(VtHit) = 0 
E(UiUj) (i i j u 
= 0 otherwise 
E(VtVt') 
2 = ov t = t' 
= 0 otherwise 
E(Wi t\Ji t I) - 02 - w i j, t = t' 
= ·0 otherwise 
E( c c ) 02 + 02 + 02 -- 02 . ~itvjt 1 = U V W i j, t = t' 
Substituting these results into (2.0.3), the matrix Q becomes 
0 
0 0 
~T BT . . . . . BT 
I BT AT 
\ : . 
~I. 
I • 






0 3.! .!!sL 
2 02. 
AT = 
. 0 and BT = 2 2 
.5.t. ~~ 
if- 1 TxT 0 q2J TxT 
Since the elements in matrices AT and BT are not constant, the model is 
to be estimated by generalized least squares method. The variance 
components in the V matrix is estimated by the following methods 
(Kmenta, 1971, pp. 515-516): 
N T T N 
~; = ~---:----=-1-~ I I [ei - I I eit - 1 I eitl 2 
(N-1)(T-1) t=1 t=1 T t=1 N t=1 
~=_!_{ 1 
T ..,..( N---1-=-)-T 
a~ = 1. { 1 
N ...,..( -T--..,1-=-)-N 
and eit is the residuals obtained by using ordinary least squares to the 
pooled data. Instead of estm1ating (N-1) + (T-1) parameters, only two 
parameters (o~ and o~) are estimated. Therefore, the method saves 
(N+T-2-2) degrees of freedom. 
The generalized least square estimator of a is 
aGLS = (Z' Q-1 z)-1 Z' Q-1 p 
Cross-sectionally Correlated and Time-wise 
Autoregressive Model 
The specifications of this model are that the disturbances are 
heteroskedastic with contemporaneous correlation and serial correlation; 
that is 
where 
E(Eit) = 0ii 





t = t' 
otherwise 






Substituting the above properties into (2.0.3), the ~ matrix 
becomes 
Q = 
0Nl HNl CN2H82 • • • • • • • • • • • • • a NNHrm 
_l 
T-C~ 
1 pj pi ••••••••• pj ' 
T-2 I 
pi 1 ..•........... p . 
I 
J 




I I T-1 p 1 i ................ i 
L _J 
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Ordinary least squares method is first applied to the pooled data 
to obtain an estimate of E: it(eit) which is to be used to calculate pi 
according to 
\' e. e. 1 Lt 1t 1,t- t = 2, 3, ••• T 
Then, (2.0.2) is transformed to 
* * + * pit = zi a Uit 
* - p ipi t-1 where pit = pit 
' 
* - P izi t-1 Zit = Zit 
' 
* A 
ui t = E: it - P iE: i, t-1 
t 2, 3, ••• , T 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N 
and ordinary least squares regression is applied to the transformed 
equation and the residual ~* is obtained. Then the variance (cr ij) is 
estimated by 
where T 
\" A* A* 
1 L ui t llJ.t 
T - K - 1 t=2 
Consistent estimation is obtained for pi and & ij which are used to esti-
mate r2. 
The generalized least squares estimator of a is 
a. cLs = < z, n -1 z) z, n -1 p 
A 
For simplicity, a GLS can be obtained directly from 
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where IT-I IT-I ••••••••• IT-I 
• • 
•••••••••••••• IT-I 
and IT-I is an identity matrix with order T-I. 
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